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CH.ti.PTER 1 
Intro due tion 
o 
The Problem and the Plan of the Study 
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Chapter 1 
Introduction 
The Problem and the Plan of the Study 
"The motto of chemistry, as of all the empirical 
sciences, is savoir c' est pouvoir, to know in order to 
1 
do. This is the pragna tic test of all useful knowledge." 
No motto could more nearly expres3 the evolution of the 
author's philosophy of education as it has been developed 
through twenty year s of exper ienc e in teaching chemistry 
to girls. Event wlly, thoughtful teachers become inductive, 
center ing the ir int erest more and more in th e reactions 
of their pupils and less in static requirements of aca-
demic curricula. Constantly they check the vitality of 
their subject matter wi th the honest responses of thei r 
stud ent s and the actual func ti oning of their 169.rning in 
real life. it is this questioning a tti tude in the t$ch-
ing profession that brings about revisions of standards 
and courses and demands dynamic curricula. 
From 1930 to 1935 the author had the privilege of 
working on a curriculum committee appointed by the 
Superintendent of Schools of Louisville to formulate 
a new course of study in chemistry for the senior high 
1. Slosson, EdWin E., Creative Chemistry, page 7. 
2. 
schools of Louisvill e. Regarding the wo rk and purpo ses of 
this committee the Assistant Superintendent in charge of 
Secondary Education commented: "The first product is 
tentative.----The second draft of any course is modified 
as a result of e~erimentation with the first. It repre-
sents not only the work of the members of the committee 
but embodies the best thought of till classroom teachers 
plus the suggestions of the administrative staff.------
While our chief object in this work is seriously to attempt 
to provide the teacher with sUbject matter, devices, and 
procedures which will aid in carrying out the obj ecti ves 
of high school education, we believe that an almost equal 
value of curriculum revision lies in the process of the 
making. Those who are helping are rekindling their in-
tellectual life and in many instances gaining a view point 
impossible to obtain in any other way. This purposeful 
thinking will have permanent value in future yes.rs because 
of renewed interests in the problems of education. This, 
with increased pride in our schools, will carryover to 
the lasting benefit of the youth who are already citizens 
of Louisville.------Only by testing and noting the outcomes 
over a period of years can the effects of a course of study 
1 
be sci en tifically determined. If This revised course of 
1. Binford, H. B., Foreword to the Course of Study 
in Chemistry. 
---------~ 
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3. 
study has been used by the author sinc e the fall of 1935. 
C~riosity about the usefulness of subject matter and its 
application to the needs of individual lives is often 
baffled because valid data for scientific generalizations 
are frequently scattered and one must make tentative con-
clusions from impressions only. In this study the author 
has made an effort to accumulate e~act data over a period 
of three semesters by which she can make a somewhat more 
scientific evaluation of the course of study in chemistry 
even though her conclusions may be limited and tentative. 
The author has made no effort to evaluate courses 
of study in chemistry in other cities or rural districts. 
The present study is confined to a considerEtion of the 
suitability of the Louisville course to the vocational and 
educational interests of the students to whom it is offered. 
Since the suitability of a oourse depends to a great e~tent 
on the seleotivity of the population to whioh it is to be 
given, the author has also attempted to show what faotors 
obtaining in Louisville sohools might affect such a popu-
lation. To this end she has studied the intelligence of 
the stUdents under observation by means of a study of their 
r.Q.'s and also of their socio-economic status as deter-
mined by the occupation of their parents---two factors 
which are considered by the National Survey of Secondary 
r 
4. 
Education to be highly important. Practically her only 
criterion for the determination of sucoess of pupils in 
the present course is grades given by the teachers. It 
is generally conceded that many other factors, notably 
health and emotional maladjustment, also affect scholastic 
achievement as shown by grades but no attempt to make a 
study of these factors is being made in the present work. 
The author hopes that the findings of this study may 
be of help to chemistry teachers and to curriculum advisors 
in its effort to test the value of the course of study in 
chemi stry in terms of its actual applics. tion to the edu-
cational and vocational needs of the pupils, thereby 
calling attention to certain definite limitations which 
she hopes, in time, may be remedied. 
Since one of the recognized methods of accumulating 
evidence of interests and usefulness is through individual 
statEments, the questionnaire method has seemed to the 
author to be the best approach toward measuring the carry-
over of the subject matter into life interests and needs. 
As is always true of the questionnaire method, its validity 
is dependent upon the honesty and accuracy of responses, 
and one can only h'ope tha t the average results are fairly 
scientific. One way of assuring scientific results through 
the questi-onnaire method is through spread and number; 
t 
r 
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therefore this study has made use of 303 opinions, repre-
senting all the girls who have stud ied chemis try in the 
three public high schools for girls in Louisville from 
September, 1935, to February, 1937. 
With the permission of the Assistant SUperintendent 
in charge of Secondary Education. Dr. W. T. Rowland, Jr., 
the author has had access to the files of the files of the 
Louisville liirls' High School, of the Atherton High School 
for Girls, and of the Shawnee High School for Girls for 
the tabulation of information concerning grades, ages, and 
I.Q.' s. As an introduction to the study an inquiry has 
been made into the history of teaching chemistry to the 
girls of LouiSville from 1856 to 1937. This eighty years 
of evolution in the teaching of chemistry, beginning as a 
forma.l study of pur e s cienc e and developing towa.rd a 
laboratory course in applied sCience, forms an inspiring 
background for further investiga tion. 
Chapter 2 
A History of the Study of Chemistry in the 
Louisville Public High Schools for Girls 
F 
Chapter 2 
A History of the Study of Chemistry in the 
Louisville Public High Schools for Girls 
Since the Louisville Girls' High School was the 
first public high school for girls in Louisville, a history 
of the study of chemistry for girls in Louisville is to 
be found among the records and from the gre-cduates of that 
school. Long before this school was founded, however, the 
teaching of various branches of science to girls was 
advocated. ~s eurly as 1792, according to Woody, one 
Erasmus Darwin pUblished an article entitled nPIE:.n of 
Female Bduca ti on" in which thB. t gentleman suggests 
fl----as in male education the tedious acquirement of ancient 
languages for the purpos es of studying poetry and oratory 
is gradually giving way to the more useful cultivation of 
modern seiene es, it may be of ~1..dvantage to ladi es of the 
1 
riSing generation to acquire an outline of similar knowledge." 
The new idea was apparently fruitful. In 1798 Thomas Smith, 
in a lecture before the Chemical SOCiety of Philadelphia 
said: It I shall now present you with the last and most 
pleaSing revolution that has occurred in e4emistry. 
1. Woody, Thomas, il. History of Women's Education 
ill the United States, page 35. 
-6. 
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Hitherto we have beheld this science entirely in the 
hands of men; we are now about to behold women assert 
their just though too long neglected claims, of being 
participators in the pleasures arising from a knowledge 
of chemistry---." .A survey of subjects offered by 
162 Female Seminaries (1742-1871) showed that 112 offered 
chemistry. 1:~one of these was a public school. Other 
surveys of seminaries and academi eE showed ths. t in 
1749-1829 
1749-1871 
1830-1871 
30% of 55 girls' schools studied offered chemist~ 
70% of 162 II " n " " 
90% of 107 " " It " " 
In fact, chemistry was well established in seminary courses 
after 1835, so well that Woody quotes the ~merican Journal 
(about 1825) as saying: "---at the present time the mania 
for studying the higher branches is so great that it often 
happens that chemistry, philosoph;, and logic are demanded 
before the pupil can properly parse or even spell her own 
1 
mother tongue---" which quotation makes us ponder over 
pr esent condi tions 1 All this general interest in chemistry 
among the priv-ate academies would lead us to expect to find 
it in the curricula of the first pUblic high school. ~nis 
2 
first pUblic high school was established in Boston in 1821. 
Its course of study included sCience, "geography in the 
1. Woody,~. cit., pages 228-229 and 445. 
2. Graves, Frank Pierrepont, A Student's History of 
Education, page 414. 
\, 
e 
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fir st year, n etc., but chemi stry is not menti oned. Not 
until five years later, in 1826, was chemistry put into 
the course of study. But this early recognition of chem-
istry as a useful science for girls occurred in Bo ston, 
the East. In the South, an appreciation of chemistry for 
1 
girls was much slower. Woody, in a chapter headed "Edu-
cation of Girls in the South to about 1800," outlines 
several curricula for girls in academies, but in none of 
them is chemistry mentioned. 
When the Louisville Girls' High School - then the 
Louisville Female High School - first opened its doors 
2 
in 1856, chemistry was included in the curriculum, although 
the faculty was composed of only three teachers and a 
principal. The records of the Board of Education are not 
compl ete, nor are they written in detail. No outline is 
given of any course of study but one can get an idea of the 
throughness of the curricula by the type of examinations 
demanded for final graduation from the school. These 
examinations were both written and oral accord.ing to the 
report of the board of trustees at the close of the school 
year 1859. This report states that the girls were "----
thoroughly examined by many competent examiners, their 
own instructors and reputable instructors of private and 
public schools. The examiners were reauested to ask 
1. Woody,~. cit., pages 2Z8-300 
2. ibid., Appendix. 
9. 
questions freely ana to adopt their own mode of asking 
1 
them. ff The only particular mention of chemistry in thi s 
report w~s a request for a full time science teacher, the 
duties of the incumbent who divided his time between the 
male and female high schools, being too arduous for the 
time allowed him. The Louisville Times, in a history of 
the schools of Louisville published on the occasion of the 
centennial of the public schools of Louisville, relates: 
ff1hat examinations were held the final test of scholarship 
in the period just before the war between the states, was 
evident in the report submitted in 1860 to the board of 
trustees by Geo. W. Morris, chairman of the commi ttee on 
high schools-----In that year, the 1~le High School as 
well as the Female High School followed the same style 
of examination; first a written test which the pupil was 
required to complete 'wi thout leaving the room, or consul t-
ing person, book or paper upon the subject,' second, an 
oral examin&tion----. :l,'he oral examinations were conducted 
before the patrons of the school and the questions were put 
2 
largely by the gentlemen of the aUdience." Records on file 
at present show that no chemistry was taught in 1864, nor 
3 
is it again mentioned in the available curricula until 1877. 
This gap in the records of the Board of Education must, 
1. Annual Report of the Trustees of the University and the 
Public Schools to the General Council of the City of 
Louisvill e for the School Year Ending 1859. 
2. The LoUisville Times, April 24, 1929. 
3. Annual Reports of the Board of Trustees, LOUisville 
Years 1860-1880. ' 
10. 
of necessity, be bridged by personal interviews with older 
graduates of the Louisville Female High School. The author 
has intervi ewed two women who were graduated from the 
school during that period, one, Mrs. Mary Seymour Bliss 
of the class of 1863 and another, Mrs. Amelia Borntraeger 
von Borries of the class of 1867. Both Mrs. Bliss and 
Mrs. von Borries remember quite clearly their courses in 
chemistry. Both of them reported th&t the teacher lectured 
and did some few demonstra tion experiments while they sat 
decorously back and watched and listened. The course, they 
felt, was meagre and more or less superficial. Neither one 
had any memory of the time given to the course, i.e., 
number of hours per week or length of the classes. Their 
reports correspond somewhat with Woody's quotation fro~ a 
catalog of the South Carolina Female Institute of that 
period. nIn chemistry a course of experimental lectures 
is delivered by a professional gentleman, each of which is 
intended to illustrate the daily lesson given out and 
explained by the teacher. On account of the heat occaSioned 
by performing the experiments, this branch will be pursued 
1 
only during the winter term." This seems to have been the 
type of course in chemistry generally offered about that 
time. Graves, in speaking of these earlier courses in 
SCience, commen ts: nIn all cases, however, ins truction 
1. Woody, 2E. cit., page 443. 
c 
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was given through text books, and, while experiments were 
frequently used for demonstra tion by the teacher, there was 
no laboratory work for the student. lfureover. a tendency 
to overload the curriculum with sCiences was much increased 
during the seventies by the demand of the 1 egislatures in 
several states that candidates for teachers' certificates 
pass an examination in several sciences. The high schools 
endeavored to furnish the necessary training to prepare for 
these examinations, and until toward the end of the century 
the course in sciences were numerous ana. of rather super-
ficial character. ff He COll tinues: "Within the last twenty 
years, however, the schools have come to limit each student 
to a relatively few courses taught by thorough laboratory 
1 
methods. " 
Because of the very meagre documentary evidence, an 
attempt was made to bridge the gap between 1867 and 1900 
by sending (1uestionnaires to fifty women who were graduated 
from the Girls' High School during that period. From the 
results of these questionnaires (there were 31 responses) 
the hlsto,ry of the period was chiefly compiled. In 1889, 
the first available date, chemistry was given for one 
semester only and was compulsory. Five periods a week 
were given to it. It was still a lecture course at that 
, 
time but the necessity for indivio.ual laboratory work was 
-
I. Graves,~. Cit., pages 414, 415 
, t-' 
.. ' 
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apparently beginning to be felt because although the 
teacher actually did the experiments as demonstrations, 
the better pupils were allowed to assist her. In 1893 
the same teacher must have sensed the interest and avidity 
with which girls do experiments. The time allowed by 
authorities was still five hours a week but she, personally, 
required the girls to remain after school one afternoon a 
week to do the experiments themselves. This is the first 
mention of any individual laboratory work done by the 
students. The graduates from whom this information was 
gathered were rather vague concerning the content of the 
course at that time. Both, however, remember that chemistry, 
a requirement for graduation, was given in the sophomore 
year and was included in those subjects in which examinations 
were required for college entrance. It is quite evident 
that not much was being done to bring to the notice of th ese 
girls the fact that chemistry and its problems were matters 
of every day life because one woman made the humorous 
comment that it was years before she realized that chem-
istry could have any connection whatever with her life 
outside the class room. The annual report of the Louisville 
School Board of 1896 gives the first available data com ern-
ing the purposes and objectives of the course in chemistry 
for that period. Included in the report is a statement by 
Miss Kate Palmer, tea.cher of science: "To develop the 
ability to think and to judge by the pupils themselves is 
-~--~-~--- - .-- -~---,----~--
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oonstantly kept in view. Observation and experiment 
are the baokbone upon which it all depends. 
n The eX]) erimental work in chemistry is confined, 
at present, to the sc~ool hours. Suoh class work is 
not so valuable as laboratory practice, where the 
individual is thrown on her own resoUrces, and both 
reason and judgment are called into action, but it serves 
to make the pupils realize the true nature of what the 
1 
text book states." 
According to another report it seems that in 1898 
chemistry was given to a freshman class for one hour a 
week, presumably with the hope of creating an early interest 
in scienoe (perhaps an early ancestor of the modern 
exploratory courses). At any rate one partioular little 
freshman of this class was so confused by the abstractions 
of the COUrse that, instead of acqUiring a life interest 
in the science, she developed a permanent aversion. The 
1897 reports of the School Board substantiate thi s impres-
sian. Elementary chemistry was offered two periocs weekly 
for five months during the first se::ester of the freshman 
year and was then discontinued until the second semester 
of the third year when an advanced course was offered. 
The number of hours a week for the advanced course was not 
repo rted. 
1. Reports of the Louisville School Board. School Year 
ending June 30, 1896. 
14. 
While chemistry was included in this kind of 
survey course for freshmen in 1898, it must also have 
been offered later as a full time subject in the senior 
year because graduates of 1891 through 1897 report a 
compulsory senior course takml five hours a week for 
two semesters. 
It w~s apparently at this time that the first real 
laboratory for individual work was provided. In his 
annual report to the superintendent, Mr. W. H. Bartholomew 
(principal of the Girls' High School) wrote to Mr. E. H. 
Mark: "The chemistry laboratory also was bountifully 
provided for. The student:::: of this department took on 
new in terest' and kept it up until the close of the year. 
The arrangement:;: are such tht.:ct the personal efforts of at 
least 40 pupils can be enlisted and directed by the in-
structor during the hours devoted to this branch of study. 
In rrevious years because of limited provision for teach-
ing the subject, students were slow to choose it, but now 
I do not hesitate to say, because of ample facilities for 
teaching it, many will be induced to take it. OUr grateful 
thanks are extended to the School Boar 0, for the abundant 
provisions which it has made for teaching the science 
subj ects of our course of study. ft ( Jun e 26, 1897) 
.. 
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The most illuminating fact about these reports is 
that interest in chemistry de ... ·eloped in direct ratiO to 
the pupil s' opportuJ.1i ty for indi vid tial labora tory work. 
Although college entrance requirements were still being 
used as criteria for the subject matter and seemingly very 
li ttle was being done to incl ude industrial or applied 
aspects of the sUbject, in 1899 individual laboratory was 
becoming more and more the accepted procedure. 
The annual r~ort of the Louisville School Board of 
this year (1899) states the objectives of chemistry: "Our 
course is confined mainly to Gener'll Chemistry, with as 
much Qualitative Analysis as possible. The Atomic Tlleory 
and the Theory of Qurultivalence are thoroughly taught. 
"The Laboratory is used to call into action the 
observ<l tion and judgment of the pupils and to instill into 
them habits of accuracy and neatness. Order in arrangement 
and conciseness in expression are insisted upon in every 
step taken in the laboratory.f1 
Between 1900 and 1906, as a direct result of the 
growing interest in individual laboratory work, an elective 
one semester course was offered which included the minimum 
number of lectures and centered around quali tative analysis. 
16. 
The author is personally qualified to report much 
~f the development in the teaching of chemi stry to the girls 
in the Louisville pUblic schools within the past twenty-
five years since she, herself, has been connected with the 
chemistry departmelt of the Louisville Girls' High School 
since 1910. Between 1908 and 1910 seven fifty minute 
periods a week were given to chemistry. These were divided 
into two double laboratory perious and three separate 
lecture periods. The subj set was taught as a pure science 
with its ultimate goal still the passing of rigid college 
entrance examinations. At that time it was required of all 
girls for gradua tion so tha t there was no escaping diffi-
cult mathematical computations or the long tedious memori-
zation of material forgotten as soon as college entrance 
examinations were passed. In 1911 the rigidity of the 
old high school requirements was somewhat relaxed, and a 
system of electives was introduced. Although the completion 
of a laboratory science was still a requirement for graduation, 
an attempt was made to offer some choice of these sCiences. 
It was suggested that instead of one year of physics and 
one year of chemistry as graduation requirements, a choice 
might be made between the two, and a girl might select the 
whole two years of physics or the whole two years of chem-
istry. This plan was not at all popular with the students 
and was abandoned almost im~ediately so that in 1912 there 
.. 
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waE a tendency to spread the interest in science to both 
physics and chemistry - one year of each. Girls were no 
longer required to take both courses, however, Since 
colleges and universities requirec. the completion of 
only one laboratory science, girls might choose between 
chemistry and physics and pursue either subject for one 
year. The granting o~ this choice showed the greater 
populari ty of chemistr;y among the g irIs because the enroll-
ment in chemistry grew larger [:nd larger while th:i t of 
physics, to which girls seem to have an aversion because 
of the mathems.tics content, became so small that uftex' a 
few yeer's phySics WElS dropped entirely from the curriculum 
of the Eirls' schools. It was realized th:"t under these 
conditioLs,i.e., not preceding chemistry with ph;ysics, it 
would be necessary to include much of the physics course 
to ma.~:e a well rounded chemistry course. E'or this enlarged 
course in chemistry, seven periods a week were found to be 
inadequate and the chemistry time was lengthened to ten 
periods per week, two consecutive periods daily being 
soheduled. III the mean time the instructors in chemistry 
1 
were facing the ever growing national problem of a rapidly 
increasing dnd changing high school population which 
necessitated in 1923 the formation of the Atherton High 
School for Girls and in 1929 the Shawnee High School for Girls. 
1. U.S. Bulletin, 1932, No. 17, l'iational Survey 
Secondary Education, Monograph No.4. 
i ,..., 
I 
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The great majori ty of girls were no longer J%' eparing 
for college and it became evident that somethine would 
have to be done to adjust the chemiEtry course to the 
differentia ted life interests of girls whose education viould 
probably not go beyond the secondary school level. In 
1920 a combin~tion three term course, Chemistry-Physics, 
was added to the regular courses offered by the chemistry 
department. This course was a more simplified presentation 
of these subjects with special stress placed on the phases 
applicable to household int erests and was partic ularly 
advised for those girls who were interested ill home economics. 
Although this speci~l correlation of chemistry to home 
economics is becoming a popular idea now (1937), the plan 
was apparently too advanced and modern in 1922; in any 
case, after only two classes had carried through the com-
bination Chemistry-Physics course, it was abandoned tem-
porarily bec' us e it was not popular among the' stUdent 
body. Another effort wes made in 1922 to 6.iscover a more 
sa tisJ8.ctory adj ustmen t of the sub~ ect matter of chemi stry 
" 
to the needs of those pupils not goin~ to coll~ge and at the 
same time to !)rovide a, college preparatory course for the 
minori ty. C'olleges and uni versi ties, especially in the 
East, were still requiring special subject matter too diffi-
cuI t and en tirely uS,eless to th~ majori ty of our stUdents. 
19. 
According to this plan the chemistry pupils were divided 
int 0 two gro ups, the college and the noa-college. In 
college groups th6 Ciemands of the college entrance require-
ments were closely followed. With the non-college group 
an attempt was rrade to teach woo t Downing a-"tlys calls 
If consumer chemis tl'y" as contrasted with "produc er chem-
istry." "Consume:r sCience is not concerned with the whole 
field of any particular science but only with those few 
principles of it which are most often needed in solving 
the common problems of everyday life. It demand::: skill 
in the use of the deductive method of thLll~ing by means 
of which known prillciples of science are ap:plied to parti-
cular problems, and it requires a large amount of }:ractic e 
in such application to develop the requisite s~ill. The 
appropriate reactions to some of the most important of these 
prooleL1utic situations ma~y 1;1ie11 be fir~·t ingrained as hClbits 
and later shown to be logical deducti ons fro:n importa.rlt 
1 
princi}Jles." This is in contri:ist to tfproducer science" in 
which a person wishes to do research work or become a 
specialist in his chosen field. Colleges and universities. 
Downing continues, have erred just as the high schools 
have in teachine the producer type almost entirely so that 
"----college student s, taking sci ence as a part of their 
general educational prepara tion for life. have been put 
1. Downing, Elliot B., !!l Introduction to the Teaching 
of Science, page 21. 
~-------
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into the same classes wi th pros)ective research students 
and have been 'given surveys of science fields by research 
instructors, much if not all of the material of the course 
being far removed from life-needs. -----Then stud en ts 
trained in these institutions have gone out to teach in the 
secondary schools, aud so the producer SCience, diluted 
considerably, has been doled out to high school students. 
Usually, if the seconds.ry-school science teacher sticks 
\ 
to the job long enough, he begins to question vv-hethe r a 
survey of the field of 8hemistry, physics, or biology, 
with the latest theOl"ieE a:'1Q technical details,is appro-
priete material for high-school pupils, and he gradually 
shifts, as best he can, to the more desirable consumer 
I 
science." This shifting finally culminated in the elimi-
natiJn, in 1929, of college preparatolY chemistry as such 
from the regular course of study and the time given to 
chemistry w~s cut from ten hours a week to seven hours a 
week, allowing only four periods to laboratory work. From 
that year any girl wishing to enter college was coached 
privately by the teacher (without pay!). The other stu-
dents were given the more modern type' of work. Various 
newer methods of te&ching crept in. Individual differences, 
which had nC1turally been noticed for a long time, were 
1. Downing,.Q.E.. ci t., -pages 22-23. 
., 
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taken more and more into consideration. Besides the 
regular course in chemistry, a special course called 
Sanitary Chemistry was intro6.uced about this time (1924). 
1].11is was a one seme eter co urse wi th no la boIS. tory work. 
It consisted primar::.ly of the chemistry of home, health, 
and sani tation very simply given and was de;..;igned to meet 
the needs of those girls whose type of high school work left 
no time for a laboratory science but whose education needed 
rounding out wi th some knowledge of the chemical principles 
involved in understanding healthful living. Other girls 
who were more interested in understandillE chemical pri':lci-
pIes and who had the time to pursue the subj ect farther 
were offered the usual advanced course conSisting chiefly 
of qualitative analysis. This procedure follows the usual 
trend throughout the country during that time. The National 
SOCiety for the Study of Education states that high schools 
rarely spe~ify either chemistry or physics as reouired but 
that many schools require one 6.nd more often two terms of 
a laboratory science. lIost college entra.nce reouirements 
also include one or two units of a laboratory science 
without specifying which science. ":Jany large ci ty high 
I 
schools offer special che~istry courses in addition to the 
general introductory course. CPhese other courses include, 
most often, some type of applied chemistry or qualitative 
~,~-, , 
t 
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1 
analysis. ff The chemistry courses remained in this 
amorphous stage until 1931 when a committee was appointed 
by the Louisville Board of Edueation to consider the place 
of s(;ienee in the (';urriculum and to determine what was to 
be included in the chemistry course. The purposes and ef-
fJrts of this committee l_ave been explained in the intro-
duction to this study. One of its first recommendations 
was to a.iscontinue the course in Sanitary Chemistry since 
the material in this course was to be dispersed throu,gh a 
course in general science (three years and compulsory in 
graaes eigpt, nine, and ten) and through the regular chem-
istry course. Fro!rl this time all sciences excepting the 
three terms of general science became purely elective. 
Chemistry was offered ei ther during the thi:cd or the fourth 
year and could be pursued for one or two semesters, two 
semesters being highly recommended. The present chem-
h:try co urse, as wor:CCe6. out by the cux"riculuJ:;1 CQillilli ttee, 
is divi6.ed into two distinct parts. During the first semes-
tel' an attempt is made to develop modern scientific C011-
cepts through carefully chosen subject [na tter. The second 
semester consists of a number of optional units, each 
dealing with some particular phase of applied s~ience. 
The individual teacher is left to select those units 
i. National Society for the Study of Education, 
Thirty-first Year Book, Part I, 1932, pages 245-246. 
t 
most useful for the life interests of her group of girls. 
In 1932, not at the suggestion of the curriculum 
co~~ittee, the time for the course in chemistry was again 
cut, this time to five periods a week. The author believes 
and has reason to bel ieve that all members of the commi ttee 
agree with her that this time allotment is much too short. 
It is the present course of study in chemistry, the work 
of the corrunittee, which the author attempts to evaluate 
in relation to the educational and vocational interests of 
girls. 
'This brief history has partially indica ted the trend 
of high school chemistry from the old academic curricula, 
dictated "by the college, to the modern curricula, indicated 
by the vocational needs and broader life interests of girls. 
Eighty years represents a long and significant period of 
experir.lentatioll in teaching science to girls. Louisville 
is justly proue of the fact th~t five years before the 
civil war her schools were in the forefront of those recog-
niz ing the importunc e af a broad and through educEi tion for 
"romen. This heritage of vit~tl criteria, accumulated over 
eight decades of testing and changing in terms of a vary-
ing and increasing high school population, forms an inval-
uable bac~groun~ for deliberative consideration of what the 
school is doing at present toward adjustinf its chemistry 
curricula to the needs of modern girls. 
. " 
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A Report on the I.Q. I s, Chronological .i8es, Grades, 
and Soci o-Econowic Status of the Girls Enrolled in 
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Chapter ::; 
A Report on the I.Q.'s, Chronological Ages, Grades, 
and Socio-Economic Status of the Girls Enrolled in 
Chemistry from September, 1935, to February, 1937 
Intelligence quotients arlO chronological ages of 
;students en:col10d in certain courses 0::: stud;y are alvi8.YS 
of particular interest to one who is attempting to evaltwte 
these courses. Unless most of the pupils enrolled in a 
course can get enough out of it to make a :)assing grade 
it seans fairly obvious the. t the co urse is no t sui ted to 
the abili ties and interests of the students enrolled in 
that course. It seems neCeSSf:iry, therefore, to assemble 
some exact ,:a ta on the scholastic success of girls enrolled 
in the chewistry co urBes offered by the three girl Sf high 
schools from September, 19::35, to :bl ebru8.ry, 1937, as a partial 
means of evaluating the coux'se of study in relation to the 
educational int erests of the pupils. In this study scho-
lastic achievement is determined by teachers' grades and 
inoi vidual abili ty by the intelligence quotients as recorded 
in the scho 01 file s. 
1..1 though teachers' p:r~'ides are generally accepted as 
the formal criteria of success in school and although, at 
present, no adequate substi tutes for messurement of' scho-
lastic standing is estab1if:.hed, much has been saio. against 
24. 
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the validity of teachers' opinions of pupils' success as 
shown by grades. Koos and Kefauver recogni ze the danger of 
the unavoidable human element involved in grades: "Marks on 
scholarship should be based upon achievement alone.---it is 
practically impossible to interpret a mark without knowing 
1 
the standards of the teacher giving the mark." Regarding 
chemistry grades in particular, Kelly comments: "Work which 
satisfies a teacher of chemistry in one accredited school 
would be considered far from satisfactory by another teacher 
2 
of chemistry in another accredited school. -----In high 
schools there is enough difference between the standards 
of schools as a whole, that, measured by the achievement 
of the school groups in later school work, a mark of 70 
in one school means more than a mark of 81 in another school 
3 
having the same passi'::lg standard by points. n 
"School mar~;.s have been the s~1nbol of success and failure 
to generations of pupils who have st.rugeled with the problems 
and ta sks of the class ro aID, s.nd to th eir parents who, ino. if-
ferent at times to most phases of education, seldor.l have 
4 
neglected the report card. -----Marks originated as purported 
1. 
2. 
3. 
4. 
Koos, Leonard V. and Kefauver, Grayson N., Guidance in 
Secondary Schools, page 259. -
Kelly, Frederick: James, Teachers Marks, :I.'heir Variability 
and Standardization, page 2. 
ibid., page 133. 
National Survey of Secondary Education. Bulletin, 1932, 
No. 17, Monograph No. 13, page 424. 
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measures of scholastic act.ievemen t. However, e vid enc e 
has accurnula ted d ur 1n8 rec ent years to establ ish definitely 
too t a mark iLl a.ny given subj ect is 0 ften a composi te of 
many factors, the least of which may be achievement in the 
1 
subject matter of the course." All of which would seem to 
indicate that it might not be desirable, even if possible, 
to exclude the human element in teachers' grades; in fact, 
Otis thinlcs: rtThere is no reason---why teachers' marks 
should not be taken into consideration----; and indeed it 
is very desirable to do so whenever possible, since the 
judgment of a competent teacher as to the ability of a child 
will always add something of value to the information that 
is obtained about him from the tests alone. There are 
various personal trai ts that cannot be measured by tests, 
which, neverthel ess, affect the child 1 s a bil i ty to succeed 
2 
in school.1t 
In spite of the problematical aspect of teachers' 
grades as a measure of scholastic success, the author has 
attempted in this study to check those recorded grades 
against the intelligence quotients of the students enrolled. 
inis seems to be an accepted procedure for at least a 
t~ltative evaluation of the difficulty or adaptability of 
a course of study even though just what the intelligence 
test measures is likewise a controversial subject. Freeman's 
1. National Survey of Secondary Education, loc. cit.,,&ge 427 
2. OtiS, Arthur S., Statistical" Method in Educational 
lleasur~ment, page 149. 
" 
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definition is broad: ttln telligenc e is not a thing or 
a force which men ha.ve, but a certain level of func tional 
excellence which they display when they are actually put 
1 
into a wide variety of stimulus situations.tI Concerning 
the vdlidity of intelligence tests, Koos and Kefauver 
observe: "The term 'intelligence test' has clothed this 
type of measure with something 0 f the mysterious and ha s 
caused the uninitiated to credit it with powers of m~sure-
ment it does not possess. The test represents only a 
sampling of the learnings or behavior reactions of normal 
children, facility in which correlates significantly with 
2 
judgments of teachers and other evidences of brightness." 
3 
Griffith believes that the intelligence is a purely statis-
tical matter anc is in no wayan objective description of 
any inherent power. 
The files 0:' the three girls' high schools in most 
cases recol'd only one I.Q. for each girl. It would seem 
that this might not do justice to the individual but Baldwin 
and Stecher quote :Perman as concluding from reexaminations 
that in general the superior children of the first test are 
found superior in the second, the average remain average, 
and the inferior remain inferior, and nearly always in 
4 
approximately the same degree. They remark that: "Inspection 
1. Freem&1, F. N., Mental Tests, chapter 26. 
2. Roos and Kefauver, £E.cit., page 283. 
3. Griffith, C. R., An Introduction to Applied Psychology,p.396 
4. Baldwin, Bird T. and Stecher, Lorle I., Mental Growth 
Curve of Normal and Superior Children, page 43 
r 
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of the variations in each child' s I.~. ----shows tha t the 
original I.~. is only approximately constant upon successive 
examinations------. While many of these changes are well 
within the five point limit of safety, a sufficient number 
shoVl deviations of such magni tude that extreme care should 
be exercised about making any dogmatic statement in regard 
to what a child's future status will be. For example, 
Girl No. 9-----whose I.Q. in the first test was 111, obtained 
on four subsequent tests 116, 139, and 138. A careful study 
of this case showed no difference in the method of exami-
na tion and no unusual physical condi tiol} aSide fro:n the 
adolescent physiological acceleration. 
"No doubt, these fluctuations in general mental 
achievement were mo~ified more or less by such factors as 
time of day, health conditions at the time of the exami-
nations, fatigue, interest of the child in a particular 
examina tion, and chang es in the home and school environ-
mente Similarly conditioned changes in attitude on the 
1 
part of the examiner miE~t also have their effect." Since, 
however, the degree of ch'.cll1ges in successive examinations 
for groups is rela ti vely small, and a pooled classification 
tends to destroy any individual fluctu .. itions, it is believed 
that the use of the recorded I.Q.'s reflects fairly the 
intelligence of the groups in this study. 
1. BaldWin and Stecher, .Q.£. ill., pagas ~5-36 
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It l~s long been observed that the I.Q. is only 
partially prognostic. Intelligence tests have never 
measured that elusive quality of personality called push 
or drive or determination; in fact; these tests do not 
discover qualities of personality at all. Psychologists 
agree that men tal energy and go 00. study 11a bi ts have as 
much effect on scholastic achievement &s native intelli-
genc e. Thus f::ir no test has been formula ted fOl' detect-
ing intell actual hones ty, a quali ty of mind which is the 
very life of SCience. Probable learning rate is perhaJs 
a better term than intelligence quotient. Griffith says: 
"Among the fa ctors tha t ha)7'e been analyzed out of the total 
comp1 ED: which makes up actual succ ess in school work we 
may mention (1) the amount of previous preparation (2) the 
intelligence of the learner (3) the character of his study 
habits (4) his ability to evaluate'as opposed to the mere 
learning of such material without evaluating it, and (6) 
his degree of persevera.llc e or of moti va tion. ----J.'he rela-
tion between the various fi-lctors mentioned ""bove are such 
as to shov; that good stud;:,' habits are about as influential 
as intelligence, but not quite so influential as the last 
1 
two factors, vix., good judgment and motivation." Since 
it is generally accepted that the intelligence test does 
1. Griffith,~. £!1., page 90. 
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not measure so mlny qualities thu. t make for achievement, 
one should not trust its prognostic value too freely. 
Surprising variations do occur among cases in which the 
quali ties of character are definitely stronger or weaker 
than pure intelligence. All other things being equal, 
however, one can expect a child with a high I.Q. to do 
better than a child with a low I.Q. 
The intelligence quotients used in this study are 
I 
results of the Otis Self-Administering Tests used offi-
cially in the high schools of Louisville. 
il'he data Which have been collected have been or-
2 
ganized according to Terman's classification of the I.Q. 
The range of teachers' grades for each of 'lerman's groups 
together with the median grade of each group has been wor£ed 
out as well as the chronological age range for each group 
and th e med ian 0 f these ages. It was al so found of impor-
tance for purposes of cOI:J.parison to learn the general age 
range for each group and the median of these ages. It was 
also found of importance for purposes of comparison to 
learn the general age range and general I.Q. range for 
all pupils who Were studying chemistry during the three 
semesters under observation. The actual numbers of pupils 
and pe:ccentages of failures were also obtained and listed 
for all groups under observation. 
1. Otis, Arthur S., Otis Self-Administering Tests of 
Mental Ability. 
2. Otis, Arthur S., Statistical Method in Educational 
Measurement, page 149. 
l 
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TABLE 1 
P.ecora.s for 303 Girls Enrolled in Chemistry 
in the Three Girls' High Schools from 
September, 1935, to February. 1935 
I.Q.'s, Chronological ~ges. ana. Teachers' Grades 
Terman's Classification of the I.Q. 
G 
r 
o 
u 
p 
I.Q. 
Range 
Classifica tion lIed ian 
1. Q. 
of 
Group 
1 ~bove 140 "Near" genius or genius 
2 120-140 
3 110-120 
4 90-110 
5 80- 90 
6 70- 80 
7 Below 70 
Very superior intelligence 12:3 
Superi 0 r intelligence 114 
H ormal, or a vera g e in t ellig e.::w e 104 
Dullness, rarely classifiable 86 
as feeble-mindedness 
Border-line deficiency, some- 79 
times classifiable as dullness, 
often as feeble-mindednese 
Definite feeble-mindedness 
~~allge of 
Teachers' 
Grades 
79-98 
75-97 
60-95 
60-92 
73-79 
Read Table 1 Group 1 - i:..mong the 303 girls enrolled 
in the chemi s try cour se, none had an I. Q. above 140 which 
Terman (;18..ssif1 es as nnear" genius or genius. Group 2 -
of the 303 g1rls, 31 had I. Q. 's ranging fror;l 120 to 140 
which :I,'erman cls-ssifies as very superior intelligence. 
'lhe median 1.Q. of this group was 123. Teachers' gr~ldes 
for the group ranged fr0.;11 79 to 98 with a median grho.e of 
93. The chronological ag es of the group ranf eo from 15 to 
18 with. a median age of 16. Of this group of 31 girls, who 
represent approximately 1070 of the total nurnber of girls 
enrolled, all. 100~, passed. Group 3 - of the ~O~ girls 
86 haa. I.Q.'s ranging from 110-120 etc. 
P..a.nge of 
Chrono-
ogical 
Ages 
-18 
Median 
Age of 
Group 
16 
17 
17 
17 
17.5 
l~umber 
of 
Cases 
31 
85 
171 
14 
2 
Fercent Number Percent 
of Passing Passing 
Cases 
10~; 31 1(;O7~ 
28~~ 85 1005~ 
56j; 166 97.0?a 
4. 6~; 8 57 .2~;; 
,-c/ 
• b,o 2 IGO~~ 
Uur~lber Percent 
Failing Failing 
0 0 
0 0 
5 2.9% 
6 42.8% 
0 0 
.. 
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TABLE 2 
!iighest, Lowest, and 1.~edian I.Q.' s, Chronological 
Ages, and Teachers' Grades 
I.Q. 
Age 
Grade 
Highest 
133 
18 
98 
Lowest 
79 
16 
60 
Median 
109 
17 
86 
Read Table 2 - The highest I.Q. recorded for the 
30Z girls enrolled in Chemistry was 133, the lowest 
was 79, and the median I.Q. was 109. Chronological 
ages of these 30Z girls ranged from 16 to 18 years 
with a median of 17 years. The teachers' grades in 
chemistry for the ~03 girls ranged from 98 which 
was the highest grade to 60, the lowest. The median 
grade was 86. 
A close study of Tabl e 1 brings ou t TIt:il1Y interesting 
pOints. Among the stUdents studied none hau an I.Q. which 
woula inaicate genius (above 140) nor was any in the group 
classed as feebl~-minded (below 70). Ninety-four per cent 
were found to be in groups classified as normal or above. 
These filldings do not seem surprising in view of the fact 
that the stucies made by the National Survey of Education 
report that the median I.Q. for high school students is 
tI somewhere between 105 and 110" and if pupils in the" trade 
schools are included with those in high schools, the median 
1 
I. Q. is approJ{ima tely 100. Even including the siJ{ per cent 
1. National Survey of Secondary Education, Monograph ':::io. 4, 
~. ill .• page 23. 
, , 
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who are classed among the dull and border line, the Ill9 dian 
I.Q. of th~ students under observation is 109. A median 
I.Q. of 109 appears to be high even on the 105-110 scale 
but since chemistry is offered in the eleventh and twelfth 
grades and since the Survey studies have indicated that the 
I.Q.' s "of each next higher grade are slightly but defini tely 
higher than those of the preceding class or grade, It it is 
not unusual. This higher I.Q., according to the explanation 
offered in the Survey report, is believed to be due to 
selection and to the elimination of those with lower intel-
1 
ligence quotients. The explanation is borne out by the 
results of the present stud;}-' since there are only sixteen 
cases or 5.270 of the pupils incl uded in the study that fall 
below Dr. Terman's classification of normal. rne pupils 
... under observe. tion, then, constitute a representative cross 
section of the higher gr~des of the secondary school popu-
lation of the United States. 
The lowest me6.ian age (16) was found to be in the 
group classed as very superior (I. Q. 120-140) as was to be 
expected. The explanation seems simple. Most school work 
is planned for the normal child so a child of very sup erior 
intelligence would naturally progress much more rapidly. 
1. lia. tional ;;3\ll'vey 0 f Secondary Education, l:onograph Ho. 4, 
~. cit., page 18. 
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A child who progresses normally along the school route 
would reach the eleventh grade at the age of seventeen 
which is the median age of the pupils in thi s study for 
all groups. 
Teachers' grades seem consistent with the intelli-
gence of the pupils since the rise in the median grades 
of the groups is in direct ratio to the rise of the I.Q.'s 
of the groups. The data concerning teachers' grades are 
in line with the conclusions of the general research on 
the problem, i.e~: In general the younger pupils with 
higher I.Q.'s received the higher grades while the older 
pupils with lower I.Q.'s received the lower grades from 
teachers. In this study, however, there are some interest-
ing digressions from the above generalizations. The lowest 
grsde in chemistry during the period studied is 60, the 
lowest I.Q. is 79; but neither of the two pupils viith a 
79 I. Q. made the 60 grade, it was 1.'19.de by a pupil wi th an 
I.Q. of 101. One pu~il with the I.Q. of 79 made a grade of 
79 while the other 79 r.Q. made a grade of 73. ~Phe findings 
regarding the higher I.Q. group sh.oweci. interesting digres-
sions. lne pupil with the highest I.Q. (133) did not make 
the highest grade (98); she made 88. :J.1he higl1est grade (98) 
was made by a pupil with an I. Q. of 120. The two students 
who had I.Q.'s of l~l made grades of 92 and 93. The 
failures were not found among the lower I.Q. 's but among 
.. 
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the normal group. Conc ernillg thE grades of the pupils 
with higher I. ~. r s, Powers says: If It is ina. eed likely 
that it (intelligence) is not so large a factor in success-
ful attainment of marks as it should be----. Pupils of 
mental ability approximating that of the median are about 
as likely to score well on the 8.chievement tests as are the 
pupils of superior mental ability. This suggests that 
class progress is set to the media.n ability and that superior 
pupils are not stimulated to use their talent." Powers 
further pOints out the necessi ty for adapting instruction 
to the individual differences of pupils and for setting 
higher standards for those of larger ability. He sta tes 
that "in general, pupils who make higher scores on the 
intelligence tests are able to make most rapid progress 
in school work," and that "when such a condition prevails 
j 
as the one just described, it implies that vve are failing 
1 
with our most cupable pupils." Koos and Kefauver in com-
menting on factors causing failure observe: "A second 
form of failure of equal importsnce, but not generally 
so recognized, is in cases where students of high intelli-
gence do low grade work. Regrettably, there are nany such 
students. This failure of students .to achieve on a level 
1,. Powers, S. R., "The Correlation bet'17een 1Jeasures of 
Mental Ability and Measures of Achievement in Chemistry," 
School SCience and 1mthematics, 28: 1928, 981-986 
CurtiS, Digests, Vol. II, 322-324. 
po. 
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comparable with their ability is a form of failure even 
1 
though the marking system may not so label it." 
Case studies of the two pupils with I.Q.'s of 131 
indicates no handicaps in environment which might account 
for their apparent lack of maximum effort; therefore it 
would seem that the above observation of Powers and of 
Koos and Kefauver might apply here and that the chemistry 
course might have lacked the necessary stimulus for these 
superior I.Q.'s. In a third case study (I.Q. 133 - grade 88) 
the following conditions prevail: :J.l1e girl was majoring 
in English and foreign languages, minoring in social studies 
and art. She was influenced in taking chemistry because 
she "needed the credit for college entrance" and says she 
is only slightly interested. A contributing cause for her 
little better than average rating in chemistry is probably 
a lack of general interest in science. Her educational 
interests are not along scientific lines since her whole 
program of studies is planned in another direction. Chem-
iatry is apparw tly a m~ns of fulfilling colI ege require-
ments. In a chapter on the "Psychology of Science 'l'eaching" 
the National Society for the Study of Education quotes 
Ani ta Laton: "Learning is more effici el.1tly done when 
2 
interest becomes inherent in the material to be learned." 
1. Koos and Kefauver, QE. £i1., page 465 
2. Laton, Anita D. t The Psycholog~ of Learning Applied 
to Health Education through Biology, page 66. 
.. 
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A further study of the case shows that the girl was 
underprivil~ed economically whicD misfortune might par-
tially account for her lack of interest and effort. 
Another significant fact listed in .her Questionnaire was 
that her father belonged to the group of unemployed. Such 
conditions were probably referred to by Koos and Kefauver 
when they observed: "Social and emotional maladjustments 
sometimes disturb the student's program, developing feel-
1 
ings of inferiori ty, and generally lowering his efficiency.1f 
Failures in the dull group mounted to 42.85&. Since 
42.8% constitutes only six cases and since the data at hand 
show nothing unusual in any of the six cases, it was con-
cluded that these results were to be expected. 
The case stuaies revealed very little concerning 
the 2.97'b of the normal group who failed. .Por the 2.95)\1 of 
failures representing the five pupils in the normal range, 
the a~ilable data are inadequate for any sort of scientific 
conclusion. An underprivileged economic status might be 
a partial e.xplana tiol} for the failure of one of them since 
the person who supported her we..s listed. 8.S unemployed. 
J:<'or the oth6r four the in1:0n21a tioD is too indefini te for 
scientific use. Since the percentage of failure is so small 
it seems reasonable to conclude that the cause of failure 
must be attributed to the pupil or to the teacher but not 
to the course of study. 
1. Koos and KefaUver, OPe Cit., page 472 
Z8. 
A more interesting case study than failure is the 
study of the success of the two students with low I.Q. fS 
(79). In one Cs.se the data offer nothing concerning envi-
romnent or character to account for scholastic success 
beyond that expected from a lower intelligence. Even 
though the author has no proof, the results (I.Q. 79, 
grade 7Z) would seem to indicate that there must have been 
something in character such as tenacity or something in 
home environment such as the motivation offered by a parent 
to account for scholastic success beyond the ability of an 
almos t border line intelligence. The results in this case 
bear out in an interesting way the opinions expressed in 
the introduction to this chapter: that there are many 
quall ties which make for success in school life which 
cannot be measured by any intelligence test as now set UD" ., ,
that at best the intelligence teBts a:::e me:tely very general 
prognostic devices and that scholaBtiC success as measured 
by teachers' grades is frequently as good a prognosis for 
success in after Ilfe as I.Q. rating. Tne other case study 
shows that the pupil with the lower I.Q. (79) and the grade 
of 79 was strongly motivated by a definite vocational 
interest; she had set her heart on becoming a nurse and 
realized that a thorough knowledge of chemistry was an 
invaluable prerequisite for becoming a good nurse. Her 
, ..-
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educa tional in tere ets were als 0 in line "vi th sc i enc e as 
indicated by her majors and minors, English ana science, 
home economics and accounting. Although the questionnaire 
• revealed that she lived in a poorer neighborhood and that 
her father was a laborer, her chronological age (18) would 
seem to show that both she and her family were ambitious 
for her to acquire vocational training and to become 
economically independent. These factors even when found 
in the family of a laborer frequently make for strong 
drive and determination and count tremendously toward suc-
cesS in school and in after life. Again we have indica-
tions of powerful characteristics beyond the measurements 
of intelligence tests. 
The study of the relation of the I.Q. to success in 
chemistry has indicated that the pupils who were included 
. in the studs are a slightly more selected group than the 
general school popula tion. Am er ican secondary education 
1 
has grown with such startling rapidity during the last 
two decades, 'both in nUl:.lbers of pupils enrolled and, popu-
lariza tion among persons in all walks of life~ that degrees 
of selection of the pupils enrolled in any particular 
course are of the utmost importance in forming or evaluating 
that course. So much of the value of the course depends 
on its fi triess or sui tabili ty to the pupils to whom it is 
"-
offered that it seems expedient to make a study of as 
t 
I 
I 
I. 
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many factors as possible which might affect the seleo-
tivity of groups. 1~ny eduoators have come to the con-
olusion that three selective faotors seem operative in 
high schools. Tnese are intelligence, socio-eoonomio 
1 
st~tUSt ana ethnic origin. The degree of selectivity 
for the group of girls under observation has already been 
ascertained. Griffith says: ----"whether it adheres to 
the doc trine or not, every soc ial group is made up of 
layers or levels of persons who fall naturally into classes. 
These classes are an inevitable product of the way in which 
most societies are organized.---It is a plain matter of 
fact, however, that in most social groups a difference in 
class means a difference in cultural, economic, or social 
level.----So far as a single person is concerned, he is 
surrounded by an environment which Day have some effect 
2 
up9n his psychologi cal quali ty." The study of the socio-
economic status of the pupils under observation is now 
being undertaken to deten1ine the degree of selection from 
another viewpoint. The author has collected no data on 
ethnic origin. 
Perhaps the best and most widely know stUdies of 
3 
the question of socio-economic status are those of Counts. 
.1. Nu tional Survey of Secondary Edue;u tion, i,Ionograph :~o. 4, 
£E. cit., page 9. 
2. Griffith,.sm. ill., page 203. 
3. Counts, George S., The Selective Character of American 
Se~ondary Education. 
l 
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These studies were made to determine the degree of demo-
cratization in the secondary school. By democratization 
is meant "the extent to which children of different socio-
economic and intellectual I evels attend the secondary 
school." In his first study, made in 1920, Counts 
concluded tha t the secondary school was still a highly 
selective institution and thdt its pupils were a highly 
selected group. Such occupations as the professional, 
managerial, etc., were still represented in decidedly 
greater proportion than groups like personal service, 
labor, etc. The second study, made in 1930, disclosed 
striking increases in the proportionate representation in 
the high schools of all occupational levels in the total 
population. 1ne socio-economic status, then, would prob-
ably have 2.S much, if not more, influe::we on the vocational 
interests of students as perhaps any other factor. It is 
Griffi th ' s opinion that the ___ If socio-economic status is 
a condition which tends to perpetuate itself. That is, 
children who are brought up in unfavorable environments 
will be prevented, by the very nature of their training, 
1 
from getting out of the low occupation class." High 
intelligence with a high socio-economic status frequently 
indicates the selection by pupils of a college entrance 
curriculum in the secondary school. High intelligence 
1. Griffiths, £E. £11., page 213. 
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with a low socio-economic status would most probably 
eliminate the posei bili ty of college training and make 
desirable vocationalized and other non-college preparatory 
curricula which would I ead to an earli er financial return. 
A combination of low intelligence ana a low socio-
economic status would mean a more democratized curriculum 
while a low intelligence with a high socio-economic status 
requires a still greater degree of democratization. The 
Ha tional Survey of Secondary Educa ti on reports finding a 
high rela tiol1 between intelligence and socia-economic status. 
Griffiths came to the same conclusion. In speaking of the 
army intelligence tests given during the war, he comments: 
11----there was a geneI'll indication that the average intel-
ligence score gained from men in different occupations rose 
evenly frOD those occupations which demand the simplest 
and roughest type of unskilled labor through the ranks of 
skilled labor, the trades, clerical workers, and the 
2 
professiolls. It Certainly the in tellig enc e spread (79-133) 
discovered in the pupils who are under observation in this 
I 
study pOinted toward democratization. It is nOVi of interest 
to discover whether the socio-economic status of these same 
pupils shows a like trend. 
1. Ilational Survey of Secondary Education, Monogzaph No.4, 
Ope ci t., page 26. 
2. Griffi ths, ..Q.E.. ci t., page 204. 
1 
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According to tht' National Survey of Secondary 
Education, one of the most commonly used indexes of the 
soc io-economic status of pupils is the occupation or means 
of livelihood of the fnther. "It has been found by various 
investigators to be perhaps the most valuable single item 
of inform tion in determining the socio-economic Ie vel of 
1 
an individual. n Counts believes that: "Occupation is the 
central fact in the lives of the gre2..t mas,ses of people. 
It is the interest that occu:;ies the time ane. energy of the 
ordinary person for the major part of his waking hours. 
In large IDe 8. sui e it d eterl;:lneS the plac e of hi s residence, 
his associates during the working day, and his IDore inti-
mate acquaintances and friends of the leisure r.:J.oments. If 
pursued for years, it will set its mark on his physical 
nature and will stamp his mind with its s:peci&l pattern. 
It will determine Wl12,t he does, what he thi!ll:s, and his 
2 
outlook on life." Classification of occupational groups 
i 
because of the nuraber and vc~riety of occupations is a diffi-
cult process. ~rhe classification used in this study follows 
as closely as possible that used by the ;Jational Survey of 
~ 
Secondary Education which, they say, more nearly resembles 
Counts's than any other. The occupations have been 
1. National Survey of Secondary Education, l1onograph lio. 4, 
on. cit., page 37. 
2. Count s, .Ql2.. ci t., page 21. 
3. National Surve:).: of Secondary Education, 1Ionogreph No.4, 
~. £1!., page 38. 
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separated into five groups: professional, semi-profesSional, 
skilled, semiskilled, and unskilled. These are, of course, 
rough groupings. The scale follows. 
1 
A Socio-Economic Scale 
1. ~'he Professi onal Group 
1. Large owners and proprietors. 
2. ille professions. 
3. Executives. 
2. The SemiprofeSSional Group 
4. 1.Iiddle owners and proprietors. 
5. SemiprofeSSional workers. 
6. lIanagerial workers. 
3. The Skilled Group 
7. Skilled small owners. 
8. Supervisory workers. 
9. Commercial workers. 
10. Clerical workers. 
11. Building trades. 
12. :Machine and related trades. 
13. Printing trades. 
14. Transportation and communication workers. 
4. The Semiskilled Group 
15. I,Tanufacturing, mechanical, and production workers. 
16. 11ransporta tion and communication workers. 
17. Semiskill eO. owners and proprietors. 
18. Small agents and managers. 
19. Public service. 
20. Personal service. 
5. The Unskilled Group 
21. Common labor. 
6. Occupation Unknown 
22. Unknown and unclaSSified. 
In the study made in 1932 by the national Survey of 
Secondary Education it was discovered that the acadEi'ilic 
and scientific curricula have larger proportions than 
1. National Surve~ of Secondary Eductt tion, lIonogJa ph Ho. 4, 
£E. Cit., pages 40, 41 . 
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the other curricula from the upper levels, and the house-
hold and ind ustrial arts have larger proportions from the 
lower economic levels than the other curricula. 
TABLE 3 
1ne Socio-Economic Status of 303 Girls 
Under Observation in This Study 
Professional Semiprof. Skilled Semiskilled Unskilled Unknown 
No. % no. 70 No. 
15 4.9 18 5.9 134 44. 125 
dl 
10 
41. 
No. % 
6 1.9 
No. 
5 
The data. concerning the pupils who were studying chemistry 
from September, 19~5, to February, 1937, present an in-
teresting lack of agreanent with the data reported by the 
Nati onal Survey. The greater number of these students 
COj~ie from the lower levels, 441'~ from the skilled group, 
Oi' 
70 
1.6 
417~ from the semi-skilled group, and 1.91~ from the unskilled 
group. Only 4.9 are daughters of professional men while 
5.970 are drawn from the semiprofessional group. The total 
percentage for the upper 1 evels, lO.85J, is far overshadowed 
by the percentage for the lower levels, 87.970. ~'he 1.6% 
belonging to the group whose occupation was classified as 
unknown includes those who were listed as unemployed. 
Under ordinary circumstances it is very probable that 
unemployed persons would not belong to the professional 
group. 
, 
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The divergence between local distribution and 
the national distribution described in the Uational Survey 
may be due to the nature of the curricula offered in the 
Louisville schools. In these schools there is no differen-
tiation made between sCientific, industrial arts, commercial, 
academic curricula, etc.; the work here is done entirely 
on the major-minor system and chemistry is an elective 
course open to all pupils who are prepared to enter the 
junior year of the senior high school. In many cases girls 
whose whole curriculum is made up of comrnercial subjects 
take chemistry as an elective and it is frequently the 
only academic subject pursued other than those prescribed 
by the grudwltion requirements of the schools. ~natever 
the cause, it seems evident that the results obtained from 
the study of the socio-economic status of the pupils show 
that a greater degree of democratization has been brought , 
about by this factor than was suggested by the I.G. It 
would also seem that the more intelligent of the group, , 
in ,efforts uade either by themselves, their parents, their 
te~chers, or their guidanc e cOtU1selors, are making a very 
definite effort to better themselves either educationally 
(planning to ent er college) or voc[,:.ti o.i.lally (taking up 
nursing, technician, etc.). 
47. 
One may conclude, then, ths.t so far as I.~. and 
liIocio-economi c status are cone ern ed, the fact that mo st 
of these girls make passing grades suggests that the 
cOiJ..l'se in chemistry is at least .flOt too difficult in C011-
tent, perhaps not difficult enough in consideration of the 
fact th2.t girls 'vvith higher I.Q.'s are not stimulated to 
their best efforts. From an educational standpoi~t the 
course may be said, to some extent, to fail. wnen, h~iever, 
girls wi th higher 1. Q. 's do not work up to their limi ts 
and pupils of very low I.~.'s make fairly high passing 
grades, it is quite possible that the fault 11es partially 
with the administrative necessity of providing for the 
ever-increasing number of the average and inf eri or who 
have crowded into the hi E~ schools during the last two 
decades. It would seem that the whole system of secondary 
scho 01 educa ti on t ends, perforce, to aeffiocra tize itself, 
to adjust its curriculum and to direct its teaching 
efforts to the Iaasses of more or 1 ess Wlderpri vileged 
pupils, underprivileged both mentally .and socially, thereby 
leaving the superior pupil frequently unprovided with 
sufficient stimulus :Lor her ability. This condition has 
had a slow and inevitable development as a result of 
-, 
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the enormous enrollment in high schools and one of the 
most difficult problems of secondary school educatioll 
is to amplify curricula. and provide sufficient time and 
teaching energy for a more complete development of 
individual differences, particularly as manifested 
among the minority - the superior pupils. 
CHA?1'ER 4 
An Analysis of the Responses of 303 Girls to a 
Questionnaire Concerning the Study of Chemistry 
, 
Chapter 4 
An Analysis 0 f the Responses of 303 Girls to a 
QUestionnaire Concerning the Study of Chemistry 
The questionnaire method used in this study was the 
outgrowth of prolonged curiosity on the part of the curri-
culum committee to discover the real interests and needs 
of girls in the study of chemistry. During the various 
meetings of this committee, vital questions constantly 
arose which seemed superficially simple for an instructor 
to answer but in reality were questions of considerable 
depth and importance and could be answered by the pupils 
alone. Even though the author is fully aware of the tem-
porary and inaocurate aspeots of responses from adolescents 
it seems fairly appa.rent that an approach through student 
opinion is the only scientific method of finding out the 
actual. life applications of the chemistry course and of 
adjusting it according to these findings. After setting 
up guards against the usual slips in the questionnaire 
nethod, which guards will be explained in detail later, 
303 students of chemistry in the girls' high schools of 
Louisville from September, 19Z5, to February, 1937, were 
asked to fill out a carefully developed questionnaire 
reporting such information as would give definite help 
to the committee in determining criteria for improving the 
vocational and educational value of chemistry to the 
49. 
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girls of Louisville. These girls were asked to analyze 
to the best of their ability the major contributing causes 
toward their seltction of chemistry, their degree of 
interest in the sUbject matter of the course at present, 
their approval or disapproval of the method of presentation, 
and their actual intentions regarding the use of their 
learning in life situations. As stated above, the author 
recognizes th~t the validity of this method of investigation 
is depend ent upon whatever degree of hone sty and accuracy 
can be inspired in the pupils who are answering the ques-
tionnaire, upon the spread ilild number of questionnaires 
administered, and upon the p ersonali ty and Ci bili ty of the 
persons administering the questionnaire. The author feels 
that careful guards have been set up against these three 
possibili ties of errors and that for reasons stated below 
the cangers involved have been reduced to a minimum. Since 
the problem of inspiring honesty and an interest in the 
scientific accuracy of responses from pupils is largely 
the result of the personality of the teacher administering 
the qUestionnaire, it seems of considerable significance 
to the author to state that she knows personall;v all of 
the teachers who administered these questionnaires for her 
and that they used the QuestioIlllaire as a lOfical outcome 
., 
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of a cour se which they had just finisbed teaching. there-
fore. whatever interest in scientific honesty clnd accuracy 
each teacher inspired in her group was not the outcome 
of the advic e of a.n hour but the product of her own indirect 
method s in creating a sc i en t ific a tti tude in her pupils. 
Moreover. every teacher of chemi stry in the gi:£'ls r high 
schools of Louisville administered the questionnaire to 
all of her pupils. By way of assurance each teacher saw 
to it that all the pupils understood that their answers to 
these questions could have no possible bearing on their 
scholastic standing and that their real opinions might be 
of service to those responsible for the chemistry curri-
cula and indirectly to those taking chemistry in the future. 
In the author's opinion. this group of teachers represents 
a rather highly selected eroup as to pe:.:-sonal. i ty anCi 
ability and therefore she feels that a better than aver6.ge 
honesty and accuracy is shown in the responses to the 
questionnaire. .:'loS to spread and number, the author has 
stu ted above that all girls who were enrolled in chemistry 
in the public high schools in Louisville during the pel iod 
from Beptember, 1926, to February, 1937, answered the 
questionnaire. A copy of the Questionnaire follows: 
'';; 
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QU:C;STIJU'HAIP.E POP CHE:::ISTRY S~rUDENTS 
Name------------------------------Age (count your nearest 
birthday) ----
English Unit-----Chemistry Unit-----
a. \'lh:lt are your ,~)resent majors? 1.---------2.----,-----
b. What are your present minors? 1.----------2.---------
c. Who or what influence you to select chemistry as an elective? 
d. Do you find chemistry (l)---very interesting? 
(2)---intetesting? 
(~)---slightly interesting? 
( 4) ---u..Ylint er es ting? 
(5)---very uninteresting? 
(6)---boring? 
e. Give a brief reason for your answer to d. 
f. Check the topics in which youare m08t interested 'vvi th o. 
Check the topics in which you are least interested with x. 
1. --I.Ietric syster.YJ.. 
2.--Kinds of Matter. 
3.--Molecules and Atoms. 
4.--Effect of Heat and Pressure on Gases. 
5. --Gases. 
6.--Ana1ysis and Synthesis. 
7.--Formu1as and Equations. 
8.--Structure of the Atom. 
9.--Metals. 
10. --lJon-1Ietal s. 
11.--Acids, Bases, S~lts. 
12.--Ionic Theory. 
lZ.--Electl'olysis and Electroplating. 
14.--0ur Environment-:Iatural and Artificial. 
15.--Chemistry in Industry 
16.--Chemistry in the Home. 
17.--Radium and Radioactivity. 
18. --Quali ta ti ve Analysis (Chern. 2) 
19. --~ua.li tati ve Analysis (Chern. ~) 
20.--Quantitative Analysis (Chern. 2) 
g. Do you prefer to do individual laboratory work or to 
watch the teacher do the e:xperirrlents? (Underscore your 
preier enc e) 
• 
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h. G1 ve 2i br iei reason for your answer to g. 
i. Viha t Llpressions of your course in chemis try stand 
out most vi vidly? 
1.--------------------------------------
2.--------------------------------------
j. Describe ar~ everyday use you have been &ble to muke 
of your knowledge of chemistry. 
k. ':;';0 JTou intend to I:1'ike use 0:: your chemistry after you 
leave high school 
for (l)--Eb.stern colleRe entra.l1ce'? (13)IIame of college 
(2) --Other colleges or ---
universities'? (14)Name of college 
(;::;) --:Jurses I training'? ---
(4)--technician training'? 
(5)--industrial work'? -
(6)--cultural purposes'? 
(7)--home purposes'? 
(S)--agriculture'? 
(9)--medicine'? 
(lO)--dietician'? 
{ll)--teaching'? 
(12 )--other purposes? Flensebe 8peoif1o.----------
1. Home address.----- -----------------------------
m. Name of sohool----------------------------------
Do not write in the spaoes below: 
1.----------------
2.----------------
3.a.------b.-~-----c.-------
(This part of the questionnaire was filled in by the buthor 
frofJ} the files of the three sohools.) 
1. The I.Q. 
2. 1ne oooupation of the pupil's parent. 
3. a. General average in ohemistry 1. 
b. General average in chemistry 2. 
o. General average in chemistry 3. 
::. 
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The author has been unable to discover any study 
uno. ertaken to 0. etermine why stud ent s choos e chemi stry as 
an elective from the comparatively large l1wJber of other 
available electives. 1nose who are familiar with the 
methods used by high school students in selecting courses 
recognize that such choices result in considerable confusion 
to the students. Generally spooking, the gre;:;ter number of 
high school pupils hb. ve no defini te aim e:xcepting, as they 
express it, "to be graduated from high school," meaning the 
acquisition of a high school diploma. Seldom do high school 
pupils choose a course because of interest in the subject 
matter per se; it is required, or their friends lL~ed it, 
or the hour is convenient to the schedule, or the teacher 
is pleasant in other school activities in which they have 
been associa ted with her. A mor e accurate knowledg e of the 
pupils' reasons for selecting chemistry should tend toward 
a greater degree of ,Preci si on in evaluating a course of 
study for them. The author has made an attempt to 
determine E.uch re~'isons from the ~03 questionnaires sent 
to the chemistry stud ents of the three girls' high schools. 
The broader distribution of the results of this inquiry 
is shown in Table 4. 
, 
-------- - -~------------
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TABLE 4 
Percentages of Girls Indicating Each Reason as the 
Most Important One for Choosing to Study Chemistry 
Reason No. % 
VOCA 1'I O'::IAL 
Desire to prepare for certain job or field of 
work 48 15.84 
Desire to work in a Is. bora tory 6 1.61 
Total Vocational 
EDU CA l' I ONAL 
Desire to go to college 
:Desire for certain type of mental training 
Enjoyec previous soience courses 
Curiosity 
Had to have a laboratory science for Eastern 
college reqUirement 
Needed a science to complete a minor 
Total educational 
011HER REil.SONS 
Influenced by school advisor 
Influenced by parents' advice 
Influenoed by other relatives' advice 
Influenced by friends' advice 
Desire to be with friends 
Only subject that would iit schedule 
Personal interest 
Credits 
Gossip 
Beading books 
Desire to have certain teachers 
Unclassified 
Total 
zo 
2 
29 
13 
2 
12 
17 
6 
19 
25 
21 
15 
26 
16 
2 
12 
1 
9.90 
.66 
9.fj7 
4.2fj 
.66 
Z.96 
fj.61 
1.61 
6.27 
8.26 
6.93 
4.95 
8.fj8 
6.24 
.66 
.99 
3.96 
r;. r; 
• ..-OJ 
No. % 
fj3 17. fj4 
88 29.00 
162 
:: 
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One is impressed, aftex even a cursory survey of the 
reasons given for selecting chemistry by these students, with 
their na!vete. 1nere is little indication of intelligent 
appraisal of the contents of the course or its probable 
personal value. Only l6.847~ of the students electing chem-
istry - and this is the largest percentaf:e influenced by 
anyone reason - were influenced by a desire to prepare for 
jobs or definite fields of work. Since this vocational 
interest was the greatest shown, it is of importance to 
examine the suitability of the course of study from this 
angle. McKown says: "Natura.lly, no ree:ord of Gi pupil's 
likes and dislikes and occupational preferences should be 
considered complete aHa. permanent. ~lhe pupil's firE;t pre-
ference will very likely have little meri t, because of his 
ine:{perience and llis Leick of' ability to give serious COIlSi-
deration-to them. As he learns more about the various 
voca tional opportuni tie s ano. also more about l1is own 
qualifications and possi~ilities he will be the ~ore able 
1 
to select intelligently." .A. well planned course in chem-
istry should be the mec..ns of weeding out those pupils 
1. McKown, Harry C., Home' Room Guidance, page 252. 
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who are unsuited to their vocational ambitions and of 
encouraging thos e whose ability is well adapted to their 
vocational inte:reEt. In a more' detailed analysis of 
another table, the author will 6is~uss the particular 
pupil interest::: ill chemistry in relation to certain 
vocations. 
The next Teason for choOSing chemi stry, voiced 
in order of frequency, was a desiTe to go to college. 
Ther e were 9. 95h of the girls int erested in pr eparing 
for colleges or universities, while .66% were especially 
interested in preparing for entrance examinations to the 
Eastern colleges. The need of meeting college entrance 
requirements suggests another angle for the evaluation of 
the COUr['e of study. A very small percentage, 5.6110, 
reporteQ th~it they choose chemistry chiefly because of the 
direction of the school advisor. The National Survey of 
Secondary Education states that this small percentage of 
choice directl;y influenced by the school aCivisor is })ro bably 
to be considered as a favorable condition. !TIt is a 
generally accepted prinCiple in guidance that the program 
of guidance should help the ~upil to define an objective 
and to [:i ve him the basis for planning an educa ti onal 
program preparatory to it. Pupils----should choose-----
68. 
because 'it prepares them for their objectives and not 
1 
bec'-tuse the counsellor advises it.1t Also according to the 
~~ational Survey of Secondary Zd.ucation the fact th't so small 
a percentage, l.6l~, are influenced by their parents· advice 
is a decidedly unfavorable condition. Since a girl of 
sixteen (sixteen is the median age when chemistry is choosen) 
is rather young to ;,cnow her own interests and abili ties, a 
parent should be willing to offer whatever advice he is 
capable of giving. Of course, it is not cl'rer from the bare 
percentage su bmi t ted in thi E study whether or not the un-
favorable condi tion of meagre parental influence is the 
result of lack of interest on the ~:'art of the'\)arent or on 
the pal't of the pupil. It is possible to ,'lssume that it 
may be the result of lack of educc,tioLlal baCKground on the 
part of the parent. In any case, it is an undesirable 
condition, ~[Jrobi::1.bly brought about by an accumulation. of 
vari ous economic and educa ti onal and personal causes which 
would pro bo. bly be di seo vered a3 very general among the 
~resent secondary school population. 
It appears thst rmny of the reasons given for choos-
ing chemistry as an elective are most naive; in f&ct, one 
I 
girl said she selected chemi stry because of "a slight 
misunderstanding on my part.nIt is regrettable, of course, 
1. l~a tional I:)urvey of Secondary Education, Bulletin, 1932, 
lJ o. 17, M(}nograph No.2, page 167. 
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that any student should choose any sUb~ect just for credits 
or convelliellCe; although these reasons were admitted by 
some stUdents taking chemistry -one, chemi stry two, 14.77;) 
of the;,: e g irIs became sUffici ently interested to enroll 
in chemistry three, appareiltly for some deeper reason than 
con veni enc e 3.nd cr ed it. 
If a survey of' this sort could be oontinued over a 
longer period of time, undoubtedly it would produce 
notic ea ble enri chmen t in the chemi stry curriculum and 
provide a more useful purpose to each and every student, 
Ita useful purpose is one which has good resul ts, one which 
1 
makes some improvement in living." 
It seems fairly clear from the girls' res:pons es to 
the questiondaire that whatever influence contributed to 
their selection of chemistry, the SUbject interested an 
amazing majority of the stUdents once they were enrolled. 
Out of the ~OZ girls taking chemistry. 296 or 97. 6~~ of 
them expressed posi tive interest in the study of chemistry, 
varying from sl ightly ill teresting, in terestillg. to very 
interesting. ihe following table shows the distribution 
of these degrees of interest as well as three degrees of 
1. Harap, Henry, ~ Technioue of Curriculum Making, page 267. 
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lack of interest, varying from unintersting, very 
uninteresting, and boring. Only seven girls, or 2.3~b, 
of the 302: enrolled were not interested in the course. 
TABLE 5 
Distribution of Degrees of Interest anti Lack 
'of Interest Among 303 Girls Studying Chemistry 
Degree of Interest 
1. Very interesting 
2. Interesting 
3. Slightly interesting 
4. Uninteresting 
5. Very uninteresting 
6. Boring 
Total 
Number 
167 
117 
12 
4 
1 
2 
303 
Percent 
55. 
38.6 
3.9 
1.34 
.33 
.66 
99.83 
The number of pupils indicating a lack of interest 
,i 
in the subject ma.tter of chemistry, seven or 2.310, was so 
small that the author deemed it advisable to make c':~se 
studies of three of these reporting the greatest degree of 
lack of interest. One of these students reported that she 
flhates everything about i tit and was in constant fear of 
hurting herself or her clothes. She said the smells nau-
seated her. Everything eeemed messy to her and the teacher 
went into "too much detail about trifles. 1f She was preparing 
to major in foreign languages in an Eastern college and 
had to have enough chemi stry to pass her Tf comprehensi ves." 
.. 
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But for the guestionaaire, this condi tion would never 
have comE- to light. .b. rather fine personali ty trait 
seems to have cropped out becauee, although she admitted 
she wc,c,oored, that the study of science was an unpleasant 
necessity, she did not allow it to affect her sc.~olaEtic 
standing. ner I.Q. was 121 and she was making a grade of 
94. Inciden1&.ly, this was one of the author 1 s own pupils. 
The other stUdent who reported being bored had an I.Q. of 
87 and was makinB barely passing grades. Possibly her 
boredom can be a ttributed to the f:'ct that mo:st of the 
really scientific subject matter of the course was far 
beyond her comprehension and it was only by rate memory that 
she was able to make a passing grade. ~11e third girl who 
reported a ver:y' posi tive lack of interest in chemistry has 
since run away and married, which fact :-:lay or ma~r not 
indicate that her interests were elsewhere. The table below 
charts reasons for lack of interest in the study of chemistry: 
TABLE 6 
Reasons Indicated by 7 Girls for Lack of Interost in Chemistry 
Reason Number of Cases 
It is too difficult 4 
I am afraid I will hur/t myself 2 
It is so dry 1 
Total indicating lack of interest 7 2 .31~ 
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One attitude is indicated by a large number of 
those interested in chemistry which should be of great 
encouragement to all teachers who prefer the individual 
labora tory method. .b. classification of the reasons for 
in terest in the study of chemistry shows th.:l t the indi vidual 
laboratory method heads the list as a motivating force. 
111is strong preierellce of the 13.boratory 111ethod should be 
a ratDer broad hint to curriculum workers and teachers; 
in fact, it shows so plainly in all types of student 
acti vi ties tha t in a later ta·ble a special study has been 
made of the girls' preferring the individual laboratory 
method in contrast to the lecture-demonstration method. 
It is gratifying to observe that interest in thE course 
seems to grow in direct ratio to the ti~e spent. All the 
girls who were doing laboratory work in qualitative analysis 
(Chemistry ~) showed interest aGove the average. 1'11e author 
tends to infer from this lO~; interest reported in Chemistry 
3 that interest seems to grow with l-.:nowledge, which atti-
tude, of course, is the objective of all real Q.."1derstanding 
of seienc e. A ru ther unique case stud;y of one girl vfho 
reported as a reason for her interest, "It strengt:!lens my 
religion, It would seem to imply a rather deeper understanding 
of universal law and order than is usual among adolescents. 
1'he author was sufficiently intrigued by this isolated 
reason to question the girl concerning the meaning of her 
.. 
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statement. She said that as a child she had always 
heard that sciellce and religion were contradictory and that 
the more one learned of science: the less one believed of 
religion. She had found, she said, that this predicted 
result had not occurred in her. 1he study of the ::J6riodic 
tab1 e of the elements and of ti1e structure 0 f the a tom had 
given her a picture of such supreme planning and order in 
the universe, from the smallest to the largest thirFs, that 
she had become even more convinced of a God than ever before. 
2,lhe author feels that particular cornmen t should be made of 
one student who expressed preat interest and En thusiasrn, 
especially over working in th e 1& bor s.tory t even though her 
achievement was only 72 as measured b;y te<;.chers' grades and 
her recor'ded I. Q. was only 79. It woul6. appebr that at 
least occasionally high achievement may be attained although 
the student reports lack of interest (see pages 60-61) and 
posi ti ve interect n13.Y be reported even froLl pupils of low 
achievement. iJ.ne following table charts reasons for 
interest in chemistry: 
64. 
TABLE 7 
Reasons Indica ted by 296 Girls for Interest in Chemistry 
Reason 
I like to work in the laboratory 
Chemistry is so different 
It makes me think 
It broadens my mind 
I le<.:..rn so many thing s tha t were 
mysteries before 
I learn so many useful things -
it is practical 
Outside things are so much more 
interE:sting now 
It satisfies my curiosity 
I am learning to rely on my own results 
I understand nature better 
I like to hear the teacher talk 
11here is such illfini te variety 
I love to know whs.t things are 
I can use what I learn i;,lIledia tely 
Because it "runs" the world 
Its wide application fascinates me 
It is so much like a game 
It strengthens my religion 
Total showing interest to some degree 
Number of Cases 
76 
51 
21 
18 
18 
14 
13 
13 
12 
11 
11 
8 
7 
7 
7 
6 
2 
1 
296 -- 97.6% 
In summary, the author concludes ths'.t in all three 
girls' high schools 8. combination of subj ect matter, l-::!ethoG., 
and manner of pre::::entstion has tended to create an unusual 
interest ill the study of chemistry. 
I • 
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An analytical study of the distribution of sUbj ect 
matter interests shows a strong predilecticn for practical 
appliCation of learning and performance with the hands and 
a dislike of abstract mathemati~al content. (Items 1-6-12). 
This distaste for mathematics oukes the author speculate 
on a possi ble disinclination among the maj ori ty of girls 
toward that type of thillt:ing as was indica ted in the 
history concerning the use of rna thematics in the studs of 
ph;rsics. (See Chapter 2, page 17.) Ano ther general tendency 
is IDanifeBted by a preference for that subject matter which 
is a continuation of something the student has known before, 
a vindication of the old pr inciple that interest and 
learning are better wherl a develo:pment is made fror;-l the 
known to the unknown. (Items 2-5-8-9-11-13) As was 
Observed previ ously in another analj7sis, interest in sub-
j ect matter increases wi th the oroadening of the background, 
which condi t ion was particularly shown by the r espon ses of 
the Chemistry 3 students. In the table below, the pleusure 
taken in inci vid ual laborE, tor:' viork again becomes evident 
indirectly because gres. t interest is evinc ed in thos e 
units which demand much incividual wort::. (Items 5-9-10-11-
13-18) This conc,i tion is especially noticeable in items 
18 and 19 which are wholly individual laboratory work • 
• 
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Clue seemingly strange combination of eVasion and interest 
concelning the subject Radium and Radioactivity (Item 17) 
may be explained by the fact that this unit was not included 
in all the classes. By devious methooothrough the ages 
men have ciis(;overed the eternal feminine interest in cos-
metics of one sort or another and have too often e:xploi ted 
this urge. The 170 girls who studied this phase of the 
uni t Chems try in Industry appeur to be el1_tirely feminine 
in the ir re sponse::;; as only 9 g irIs Showed any lack of 
interest in the subject. The modern phase of this interest, 
the author has observed, centers strongly around the Ganger 
of exploitation a.nd the girls tend to devour any litera-
tux e informing them cone erning harmful impuri ties and 
excess prices. Listed below is the table showLlg the 
distribution of interests in the subj ect r.latter of the 
Louisville chemistry course for girls: 
i ~ 
... 
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TABLE 8 
Distribution of Interests ill the Subj ect liatter 
of the Loui svill e Chemistry Course for Gi:rls 
Units Taught in Chemistry 1 
neports from 303 girls 
No Least Most 
check interesting interesting 
Z 
1. 
2. 
~ ..... 
4. 
6. 
6. 
7. 
8. 
9. 
10. 
11. 
12. 
13. 
The Metric System 
Kinds of ida tter 
MolecUles and ~toms 
Effect of Heat and Pressure on Gases 
Gases 
Lnalysis and Synthesis 
Formulas and Eauations 
Structure of the Atom 
Metals 
Non-Metals 
ACids, Bases, Salts 
Ionic Theory 
Electrolysis· and El ectroplating 
Units Taught in Chemistry 2 
Reports from 170 girls 
14 
31 
80 
67 
12 
83 
13 
8 
12 
19 
~l 
51 
32 
14. Chemi stry in the Home 14 
15. Our Environment,Natura.l and Artificial 5 
16. Chemistry in Industry 1 
17. Radium and P~dioactivity 130 
18. Qualitative Analysis 2 
Chemistry 3 Course 
Reports from 51 girls 
19. Qualitative AllalJ-sis 
20. Quantitat.tve Analysis 
o 
o 
266 
60 
102 
77 
84 
197 
106 
83 
24 
18 
71 
1iJ4 
13 
37 
12 
8 
o 
o 
o 
20 
23 
212 
121 
169 
206 
23 
185 
212 
267 
266 
201 
118 
268 
119 
153 
161 
40 
168 
51 
31 
• 
• 
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Theie is a stupendous amount of literature to be 
found concerning the rel~ ti ve merits of the individual 
laboratory method of teaching chemistry versus the 
der~ollstration method. Curtis, in his Investiga tiona 
1 
in the ~eaching of Science, quotes such studies from prac-
tically all the better known educational magaziLies: School 
2 ~ 4 
Science and Mathematics, SCience Education, School Review, 
- 5 
The Journal of Educational Research, The Journal of 
- 5 --
Educational Psychology, etc. ~Phe Hational SOCiety for the 
Study of Education's Thirty-first ~ Book, in a chapter 
also written by CurtiS, states that "probably more research 
has been devoted to this tl~n to any other problem dealing 
7 
with the teaching of science." Some experimenters conclude 
that the individual laboratory method is best, while others 
are convinced of the superiority of the lecture-demonstration 
method. The advocates of both, however, report that much can 
be said on both Sides. l~oYihe:ce has the author been able to 
discover any studiec which showed pupil preference. Since 
it is so mooted a question, it seems highly relevant from 
the standpOint of motivation and general educat ional ps;ychology, 
1. CurtiS, Francis D., Investigations in the Teaching of 
Science, Vol. I, and Second Digest of 1i1Vestigations 
!Q the Teaching of SCience, Vol. II. 
2. ~., Vol. II, pages 185-18g. 
3. ibid., Vol. II, pages l19T122. 
4. ibid., Vol. II, pages 295-299. 
5. ibid., Vol. I, pages 86-90. 
6. ibid., Vol. I, pages 42-45 • 
7. ~ational SOCiety for the Study of Education, Thirty-first 
Year Book, loc.cit., page 98. 
· 
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to determine which method is more liked by students and 
also to determine the reason:fur this preference. The 
results from the questionnaire are given in the following 
table: 
TABLE 9 
Pupils' Interest Ll lndividual Laboratory and 
:Demonstration :Methods of Presenting Chemistry 
l.i:ethod 
Individual Laboratory 
Lecture-Demonstration 
l1umber of pupils 
who prefer method 
268 
35 
Percent of pupils 
who prefer method 
88.44% 
11. 651~ 
The results bring out an overwhelming preference 
for the individual lCl'borE~tor'y method. Of the ;;03 girls 
reporting, 268, 88.44~, decided in favor of this method, 
while only 35, or 11.56)b, preferred the lecture-demonstration 
method. It is significant, too, th~t of the 35 girls 
report ing a preferenc e for th e lee ture-demonstra. tion method, 
none vl'as either majoring or minoring in science ... ane of 
the 35 girls reporting a preference for the lecture-
demonstration method were among the high I.Q. group. Six 
of these reported chemistry as a very interesting study an~ 
the other three reported some degree of interest. Of these 
nine, seven weLe majoring in foreign languages, one in 
social studies, and one in accounting. ;i'hey were probably 
I ,. 
I 
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interested in factual knowledge r el&teo. to their educa-
tional interests, not at all interested in working with 
their hanes; in other words, they were interested in 
acquiring attitudes of scientific thinkinf vii thout the 
skills and habits th<it come vvith "l!'ingerfertigkeit." Five 
of the 35 girls who preferred the lecture-demonstration 
method were among the lower I.Q. group. One of these girls 
ga ve as the reason for ~()r eferring the lecture-demons tra ti on 
method the fact tIlil t she was It just lazy," three said notes 
were easier to take wnen these notes were dictated (show-
iug again tbat some pu:oils pass the coarse by ilieans of 
rote memory, a method wh icll all suienc e teacher's try very 
hard to discourage) and the other girl was afraid she would 
hurt herself if she handled chemic&ls and apparatus iJ.erself. 
All of these five girls, however, reported SOille degree of 
interest in the course. 2.'he other twenty-one gil'ls who 
preferreo. the lecturG-demollstration {;~ethod were in the 
normal gr oup of I. Q. IS. The fact th_, t their educati onal 
interests '1vere l"ot ill sci entific cha...'1nelsprobably e~plains, 
to some degree, their p::'eference. The analysis of reasons 
given for prefel"enCeS is listed in the table below: 
I ~ 
I 
" 
t 
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TABLE 10 
Reasons Given by 35 Girls for Preferring the Demonstrs.tion li:ethod 
Reason .Number of Girls 
Too messy 
:lJotes much easier to take if dictated 
lfure easily understood if explained as the 
reactions go on 
Always turns out right 
Afraid they will hurt themselves 
Cannot afford to pay for possible breakage 
If Just lazy" 
TOTAL 
Reasons given by 268 Girls for Preferring 
the Individual Laboratory Method 
10 
8 
7 
5 
2 
2 
1 
35 or 11.5570 
Reason Number of Girls 
liore interesting 
More fun 
Rather do than watch others - learn more 
Learn more bec&..use ;you have to be careful your8elf 
Correct and ex:pected results give a thrill 
Understand better because can go at own speed 
Satisfaction of doin@ things personally 
Learn to handle delicate things more caref~lly 
Love to hai.ldle apparatus 
Learn value of patience ano. time 
So mucll lLee a good game 
Pay more attention if responsible for results 
Develops initiative in case of accident 
Is convin cing becaus e one knows ther e is 
no "trick." in it 
Total 
56 
41 
36 
23 
22 
15 
12 
12 
11 
9 
8 
7 
5 
4 
268 or 88.4.410 
• 
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Although the educational interests of girls reveal 
thenselves over and over 8.gain, directly and indirectly, 
in th e stuciies and charts previ ously recorded, the author 
has been interested to tabulate another phase of the general 
educCitional interests of girls as related to chemi~stry by 
the choic es and arrangements 0 f their maj or's and minors. 
Since English is a required major and social $tudies, a 
required minor, one majo r and one minor are necessarily 
eliminated as being of any individual significance as to 
personal tendencies. It seems suprising that of the total 
group of 303 girl s el ecting chemi stry, only 75 or 24.71b 
"vere maj oring in scienc e and only lZO or 42.9;& were even 
minoring in science. .Among those 75 who were tal;:ing sCience 
as a mjor, a strong preference for languages and mathematics 
was evident; in other-words, those who chose science as 
~ 
a maj or were generally followiJlg an academic ratbe r than 
" a clerical or fine arts curriculum. The following table 
lists the maj or and minor choices c)£" 303 girls enrolled in 
chemistry: 
f' 
" 
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TABLE 11 
Vari ous Major and Minor Choices of 302 Girls 
Enrolled in Chemistry 
Subject lJlaj ors Minors 
1 2 1 2 
English 303 
SCience 76 64 66 
Lo.nguages '109 48 43 
Social Studies 62 82 49 
Mathematics 16 84 93 
Art 6 3 14 
Clerical 22 6 0 
Accounting 3 9 16 
Home Economics 22 8 22 
Read Table 11 - English is a required major of all girls in 
the senior bigh schools. Of the 303 girls enrolled in chem-
istry, 76 were also majoring in science, 64 chose sCience as 
a first minor and 66 chose it as a second minor. Languages 
were chosen by 109 of these girls as a second major, while 
48 chose languages as a first minor, and 43 chose languages 
as a second minor, etc. 
"'}10 teach pupils to do well the- things they need to do, 
one should discover by inves tiga tion the thing s people 
1 
need to do. n During the perioo. of this lnvestigatio!l 
in all three of the girls' high schools of Louisville, there 
was a program of one sort or another to guide the girls 
in the direction of potential vocations &n6 to im9ress upon 
them a fairl~ definite idea of the neeessi ty of fitness and 
training. It is common mowl edg e tiLl t although adol esc ents 
may be defini te in naming a vocation, their ideas are 
1. Rugg, Earl U., Extra Curricular Activities, page 19. 
I ~ 
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frequently vag ue conc erning their own a bil i ti es in 
rela tiol} to that vocation and unin::.'ormed about any sOl~t 
of B.ccurate preparation. 111e author is aware that vC::'crious 
kinds of guidanc e programs are tried in eiffe:: ent places and 
at different times; moreover it is Brewer's belief that 
every real teacher performs an iIlYG.lu;:-ble service in 
1 
indirect as well as in direct guidance. Since the 
author's experience is limited to the Louisville Girls' 
High School. she is attempting here merely to sug&est a 
phase of a direct program of guidance used during the 
period investigu t eO. as it conc erned the study 0 f chemistry. 
Before a discussion is made of the chart showing vo ca tional 
and eductJ. tional int en tions of '-'O~ chemi stry stUl; ents, a 
short outline of this particular gUidance plan is included. 
1'1:e girls were invi ted to choose from a program of twenty-
one lectures, given simUltaneously, the vocation in which 
they were most interest and about which they were anxious 
to be informed. 1'h e sp ea~ers for this program were chos en 
not only because they were experts in their particular 
work but :-11 so beCause they were experienc ed in adol esc en t 
psychology. Of these twenty-one talks, six were related 
to the study of chemistry: Industrial Chemistry, Medical 
:J.1echnology, Medicine, Cosmetology, NurSing, and Home Eco-
nomics and Dietetics. 11he natural aptitude and the 
1. - Brewer, John Marks, Education ~ Guidance. 
• 
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chemical preparation necessary to success in these six 
vocations as set up "by these particular speakers, will 
be briefly reported by the author. 
Industrial Chemistry 
William E. Janes, of the firm of 
Janes and Breckler, Chemists, Louisville. 
lIr. Janes pointed out tha t the most important 
preparation for industrial chemistry was a thorough founda-
tiOll in essentials and an early start in dJtaining the se 
essentials_ High School chemistry w~s an important begin-
ning, he said, because it crystallized the student's 
interests and aptitudes or made the student fully aware 
of the lack of them. He divided the types of industrial 
chemistrs into pharmaceu.tical, analytical, research, and 
chemical engineering. Of the se, pharmaceutical req uired 
least chemical preparation and w~s a good field for girls. 
Anal;/tical chemistry required a regular four year college 
course and freouently, depending on the type of analysis, 
demanded prerequisi tea of physics and mathe;aatics. This 
type of chemistry, he continued, required honesty, accuracy, 
and dexterity in a student and the high school chemistr;>, 
laboratory was an excellent plac,e to discover whether 
the[e traits were present. uhemical engineerin0 was not 
too d.ifficult intellectually for women, i:le said, but the 
phYSical strain was such that few women could endure it. 
Research chemistry offered the widest field. actual 
• 
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research required intellectual honesty, accurdc;y, dex-
terit;)7, persistence, imagination, mechanical ability, and 
studiousness, not to mention long hours of gruelling labor. 
l,Iany women are a t present working in the field or organic 
and biological chemicul research, especially on such 
problems as vitamines, digestion, hormones, etc. In answer 
to a question asking whether foreign languages were of any 
help, he stated that a thorough knowledge of chemistry and 
of foreign languages opened up another field, that of 
transla t illg a bs trac ts of' foreign research work for Ii or2.ri es, 
magazines, an6 cLlemical societies. German he considered 
most' valu["ble, closely followed by ]'rench and Spanish. He 
also suggested that where the intelligence was high but 
where a girl lacked dexterity or was too slovv in the 
laborf",tory for either analytical or research work, there 
was another rapic'ily opening field. l,:any large i.i:ldustrial 
plants i;:eep a chemical librar~/ for the use of their 
research chemists. ~lhese I.1e11 and women huve little time 
for reference w:::,rk in the liorar~7but frequeutly need a 
full report on facts and background in a particular field. 
For this purpose, the2e plants employ librarians, chiefly 
girls, to fUrnish data on any subject a research chemist 
may need at the time. Armour and Compan~y employ at least 
four of these reference librarians who need to be trained 
not only as librarians, but as chemists and linguists. In 
" 
.. 
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sUilUilarizing ina us trial chemistry as a vocation for eil'l s, 
!lx. Janes again emphasized the im)ortance of a thorough 
high school chemis try course to di-scover a pupil r s aptitude 
for work in the industrial field of chemi stry. 
Technician. 
W. L. Williams, head of the clinical 
laboratory of the Louisville city hospital. 
Iv1r. Williams emphasized the importance of a broader 
education including English and foreign languages, parti-
cularly German, "so that in a decision they don't have 
to run to somebody.ff He gave a most detailed outline 
of the scientific background llooessar;y for really superior 
work in medical technology and ga ve a s his opinion tht'. t 1:h ose 
girls "with a foundation of physics are usually on a some-
what higher level as technicians." He explained very care-
fully and patiently to his aUdience that clinical work is 
mostly chemical and that in order to develop the a tti tude 
of a real scientist one must have rigorous training after 
high school in histology, immunology, serology, and patl:o-
genic bacteriology, as well as in qualitative anal~sis, 
organic, and physiological chemistry. A knowledge of 
physics, he said, was a necessary preliminary to the X-ray 
work that an ambitious technician would eventually do • 
,. 
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The confidence which comeS to a scientist from thorough 
training is iuvaluable as his profession opens up to 
him and the fi eld 0 f med ica.l technology is unlimi ted in 
its possibilities for persons deeply interested in 
research. Blew other vo cations demand longer hours and 
more grind for a true sci entis t, but the snti sfacti. on ob-
tained is of that rare type which comes only in research 
workers. 
Medicine 
Dr. Alice Pickett 
Dr. Fickett told the girls thLi t thorougn tra ining 
in food and physiological chemistry was especially valuable 
to a girl who wanted to enter the profeSSion of medicine; 
in fact, a girl whose ambition wa.s in that direction should 
have a deep interest and a good foundation in all the 2(;iences. 
She made further explanation concerning the personal 
characteristics of a girl who hope::;; to be successful in 
the field of medicine. 
Cosmetology 
Mrs. ]:,Iaude Martin 
Mrs. !la.rtin did not cover the scientific phase of 
cosmetology but spo~e more sU}Jerficially of the ~oraotical and 
financial considerations for Ii girl who wanted to begin as 
an opera tor in a beauty shop. 
t 
.. 
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Uursing 
:Lirs. Naomi Hall 
To a high school girl who hopes to become a nurse, 
not only a1 e skills of sciene.: Eo important but also the 
attitude developed more or less indirectly by understanding 
and respect for scientific fact. Cheni stry is one of the 
more important phases of science very closely related to the 
vocation of nursing and a girl who may become interested in 
some of the variotAs branches of nursing such as public 
health nursing and dietetics must continue her' tra ining 
in more specific fields of chemistry. 
Home Economics and ~ietetics 
Miss Mary Lou Howington 
Although LIiss Howington presented the vocation of 
dietetics in its general aspect as related to home eeonomics 
ra ther than in its pa.rtic ular probl ems as related to 
chemistry, she did say, in answer to questions which were 
permitted after the talk, that organic, physiological, and 
the chemi stry of foods were valuable prelimin&ry CODI ses 
for a girl who hopes to become a dietitian. 
As a supplement to the information on vocations 
related to high school chemistry furnished by the six 
e~perts whose speeches have just been reported in this 
study, the author made inqUiries from three official 
,. 
t 
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sources regarding the chemistry content of state require-
ments for nursing, for cosmetology, and for medical 
technology. Excerpts from the answers she received are 
included below with brief comments from the author. 
Nursing 
Kentucky State Board of l~urse E:xaminers, 
Miss Honor l:urphy, R.N., Secretary-Treasurer. 
"We require two years of science. .Biology, chemistry, 
physics and nutri tion are recommended, but the new studen ts 
find the nursing course is easi er when they have some :.mow-
ledge of biology and chemistry. Chemistry is considered so 
important, that it is given the first semester and this 
science serves as a basis for the intelligent study of 
physiology, dietetics, bacteriology, pathology, hygiene 
and sanitation, practical nurSing, and materia medica. 
In our schools the course is listed as 'general and applied 
chemistry,' and because of the nature of the nurses' work, 
the application of the science is stressed. A courEe 
includes the following topics: 
~ 
I • 
I 
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Physical and chemical changes 
Energy 
Kinds of matter 
.Atomic theory, valence, symbols, formulas, and chemical equations 
Oxygen and catalytiC agents 
1ne element hydrogen 
Oxidation and. reduction 
Water and related studies 
Solutions 
Ionization - the exulanation of chemical action in solution 
~:"cids, bases, and sal ts 
x.Tetals and nOll-metals 
l'he element ni trog en 
The element carbon and. the hydrocarbons 
Carbohydl'ates 
1!'ats 
Proteins 
Vitamines and milk 
The chemistry of digestion 
~ne chemistry of blood and lymph 
Chemical changes in the tissues." 
With the exception of the last two items, provision 
is made for offering all of these topics in the high 
school chemistry course of Louisville. Of the units 
offered, th ere must necessarily be a select ion from time 
to time because the time allotment is insufficient to 
include all of them during two seraeE.ters. 
Cosmetology 
Rules and Regulations Governing the ~reaching of Beauty Cul ture 
in the State of KentUCky as Adopted by the Sta te Board of 
Barber and Beautician Examiners. (As revised October 28, 19Z6) 
Since, according to tne rules governing the teaching 
of beauty culture, only an eighth grade education is required 
of a beauty operator, it is obvious th:;.t she may learn 
whatever chemistry is necessary through some other means than 
a regular high school course. :ine statement is rather vague 
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about what the examiners expect an operator to know about 
chemistry: 
"Chemicals: 
~ltiseptics; arrest activities of organisms. 
Germicides; destroy organisms. 
l'repara tion of vari ous chemical soluti on<a used 
for sterilization. 
I.Iethods of appl;Y'ing the various types of sterili-
zation to beauty culture pr~ctices" 
and tlLimi ted amount of chemistry pertaining tp bea. uty cuI ture.w 
n A lir:J.i ted amount" is not defined ill th e r equiremcnis and 
one has only to guess from the cil~cular what part 0 f the 
extremely brocLd field of knowledge is expected of the beccuty 
operator. The average girl with only an eighth g.:::-ade educa-
tion wo~:_ld be C'uite unable to inform herself concerning the 
\ chemistry of cosmetics. The minimum requirements of the 
beauty opera tor as defined by. the State .Board of Barber al;d 
Beautiaian Examiners app~rs not to be the lJroblem of the 
high school cu:"riculum makers. 
To the teacher of cosmetology who, according to the 
State Board must have "at least a high school education or 
an educat~on equi valent to high school,1/ tl1ere might be 
some opportunity for the high school chemistry cUl"riculum 
makers to offer aSSistance. Since mention is rulue of the 
necessi ty of a scien tiflc understanding of pe:CE onal hygiene 
and all types of sanitation. and of "related scientific 
subjects, If the girl interested ill cosmeto,logy might find the 
scientific bases for these learnings in the high school 
curricula. 
" 
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Technician 
Commonwealth of Kentucky - Department of Health 
School of Laboratory 'l'echnique A. T. McCormack, Dean 
and State Health COIIL:lissioner 
Dr. L. H. South, Director, Bureau of Bacteriology. 
"Prerequisites for t~is course are high school 
graduation and one year college creai t in chemistry :Ci.na 
one year in biology; or high school graduation and graduation 
from an accredited school of nursing." All official re-
quire:aellts, of nec essi ty, represent the minimum, so tha t 
it is to be expected thb.t the speech delivered by 1:r. W. 
L. Williams would seem more inclusive ana would deal with 
the ambi tionsas well as the requirements of a beginner. 
Of course, the author's interest is confined entirely to 
the high school curriculum in its preparatory significance 
to a la ter course in medical technology. The reQuirement 
of one yea.r of college chemistry without any mention as 
to the type of chemistry, would lead the author to suppose 
that a year of high school chemistry which included a 
firm fOUndation in essentials and enough applied chemi stry 
to test the pupil's personal apti tudes, would be rHost 
beneficial. 
According to a publication of the American Council 
1 
of Education which lists the entrance reqUirements of 
680 American colleges and universities, including all those 
1. .~merican CounCil on Educatioll, lir.aerican Universities 
and Colleges. 
.. 
• 
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mentioned by the girls answer1;j g the questionnaire, only 
ii ve 0 f these colleges require science for entrance, and 
none of these five specifies which science must be offered. 
Only "{Gissar recuires entrance examinations and these exami-
nations are of the comprehensive type; a student may offer 
four SUbjects, three of which must be passed before admis-
sion. Since of the 122 girls under conSideration, only 
one intends to take the comprehensive entrance examinatiOlJ 
for an Eastern college, whatever deficiencies appear inthe 
chemistry co~se must be supplemented by };rivl:ite coaching 
from the regular chemistry teacher. ~bis policy taE been 
followed for some time with the very few girls who enter 
Eastern colleges. .As illdicated in the history of chemistry 
ill the Louisville Girls' High Scho 01 (Chapter 2, J:6 ge 20) 
the numb er of pupils conc erned with rigid college entrance 
reqUirements has tended to become smaller as compared with 
the ever-increasing number of those secondary school 
pupils, who, if they go to college at all, enter universities 
with a 'broader choice of prerequisites and no entrance 
examina tions • 
, 
~ 
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A list of colleges and universities selected by the girls 
answering the questiOl1 .. '1aire follows: 
TABLE 12 
Science Requirements of Colleges and 
Universitie2 which 122 Girls Reported 
As Those They Would Probably Attend. 
,dame of School Sc ienc e Requireme,llt 
University of Alabama lione 
Barnard If 
Berea One 
Bryn Mawr One 
University of Chicago None 
University of Cincinnati " Columbia One 
Cornell None 
Peabody " 
Goucher tf 
Uni vex'si ty of Illinois, " 
" ff Indiana One 
t1 " Kentucky None 
" " LOUisville None 
Mt. Holyoke " Northwestern rr 
Penns;;,'l vania " 
Randolph :Macon " Rollins rr 
Swarthmore " Transylvania It 
'~ " .1. U;;loer 
Vassar One and examinations 
Wisconsin Hone 
of 
2 
1 
1 
1 
5 
2 
2 
1 
!3 
1 
2 
2 
32 
51 
2 
1 
1 
r.;; .., 
2 
1 
:3 
1 
2 
Total 122 
Girls 
.. 
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TABLE 13 
Vocational and Educational Intentions of 
Chemistry Students After Leaving High School 
VOCATIOHAL 
Industrial Uses 
Technician 
Medicine 
lIursing 
Dietician 
Agriculture 
Beautician 
Teaching 
EDUCATIONAL 
Eastern colleges 
Other colleges and universities 
Cultural 
Home 
No response 
Number of Cases 
2 
29 
6 
.68 
7 
2 
7 
o 
2 
120 
9 
48 
3 
Percent 
.66 
9.97 
1.98 
22.44 
2.31 
.66 
2.31 
o 
.G6 
39.63 
2.97 
15.84 
.99 
Because the author was interested in making some sort 
of t est to measure the residue of chemical learning among 
the group of girl s und er considera ti on, a section was in-
c1uded in the que2tionnaire on the everyday Uses each girl 
I 
might ·suggest for the chemistry she had le".rned. Purposely 
no check list was furnished because the girls' voluntary 
suggestions were considered the vi tal elements of this 
type of measurement. Inasmuch as the spontaneous applica-
\ 
tion to everyday life occurs to pupils, by just so much, 
it woul d seem, the curriculum functions beyond the text book 
and the class room. This particular/approach occurred to 
the author as another phase of educationa.l and vocatiOl1al 
... 
.. 
.. 
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intereEts, although these interests as expressed below 
may not be formalized as shown in the previou.s charts on 
educational and vocational intentions. In order to clarify 
the so Clewha t scat tered sugf: estions and to eliminate the 
manJ' repetitions that l1ecessarily,occurred, the author has 
organized the chart under larger group uses, including 
related uses. At least three every day uses for her 
chemical learning were reported by each of 299 girls, all 
but four of the 303 enrolled. Under cleaning,for instance, 
were mentioned the cleansing action of soap as related to 
the time necessary for the chemical action of soap, no 
necessi ty for xu bbing; the effect of soaps, mild or strongly 
alkaline, on silk hose and the subsequent saving of money; 
prices of soap as related to the ingr6di ent s; value of 
safety :ilea sure s in dry cleaning, that is, the use Oll tex-
tiles of noninfla~nable solvents; water softening devices; 
the ease of cleaning silver by the chemical aluminum-soda 
method rather than with the laborious and unpleasant 
polishing agents; innumerable other sp ecific uses which 
the individual had been unable to make at home. Since the 
que stionl1aire was administered in the early spring, the 
girls were apparently becoming garden conscious; the 
necessity of loosening the,soil so that air might reach 
the roots of plants, the vdlue of clover to the lawn for 
• 
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nitrating the soil, fertilizers and their specific values 
to the plant, the making of nontarnishable plant la bels 
by Viri ting on zinc wi th antimony compounds, types of metal 
for good garden tools, and the value of paint and white 
wash for protectin[ fences, trellises, etc., were listed. 
The cost of home heating is evidently a vital problem even 
to girls as the inl:,~ediate association of their learning 
about hydrocarbon seems to indicate: kinds of coal and 
their calorific value as relhted to the price, how to burr. 
coal so as to get all its 'Value, thereby preventing s::lOke; 
how to regulate the gL1S stove for the proper admix tu:ce of 
gas and air as the amount of 1:-crtificial and na tural gases 
in our supply varies, how to keep up the humidi ty of the 
home and so save coal and gas, safety devices concerning 
gas heaters and grates, ventilation, etc. Of even more 
intereet to the author, and she might add, of more satis-
faction, were the atti tudes suggested [:.s indirect 1 earning s 
in chemis try. b.n~ co~U' se in sci enc e that is leaving Vv i th 
its pupils more respect for unfamiliar things, more appre-
cia tion for what they cannot do for them~:el ves, and. a joy 
in learning Is getting at the big objectives in teaching • 
In addition to the2e deeper realizations of the bigness of 
the universe and the die..nity of knowledge, the girls 
reported that they had acquired better jUQgment in esti-
mating the actual value of things advertised (see page 66), 
, 
• 
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more understandirif' of news (speci8.l L1e~ltiol1 is mace of 
LlC Rindenburg disaster) t and more interesting subj ects of 
conversation. C01lcernillg the statem€l1t "apprecia.te what 
I can't do myself" C~'iJlle report after report tr ... at the girls 
were r ecogni zing for the fir st tir:le to resp ect sc i en t ilio 
work and SCientists, the time, labor, patience and unsel-
fishness necessary to mal::e modern life as comfortable as 
it is. They were beginning to look at common hou.sehold 
appliances, -safety devic es, trslls:::'or ta tio_l, en tertain:rrent 
such as picture shows and music, etc., witl1 more kno,;vledge 
of wndt brought thel~l about and consequently with mOle 
appreciation. Of course, there is no way to discoyer 
e~3ctly by mere statement the e~tent and depth of these 
concomitant learnings, but, at any rate, some valuable 
by-products have been left in the form of attituQes. A 
chart of everyday uses of oh0mical learning as defined by 
the pupils follows: 
\ 
\ 
.. 
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TABLE 14 
Clothing 
Textiles 
Cleaning 
Bleaching 
Total Residue 0 f Chemical Learning for 
Everyday Use as Reported by 303 Girls 
Removal of stains 
Buying 
Hes. ting 
Kinds of coal 
l!'urnace firing 
Sa ving ga sand nea t 
Buying 
Foods 
Cooking 
Cooking utensils 
Dishes 
Refrigeration 
Gardening 
Cosmetics 
Respect for unfamiliar thing s 
Better understanding of advertisements 
Mol' e appreciation of nev{spapers 
Improved conversation 
MOre appreciation of things 
Joy 0 f recogni tion . 
Apprecia tion of what one can't do oneself • 
, 
.. 
• 
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In making an effort to get spontaneous responses 
on vivid impressions of the chemi stry cour::: e, the author 
realized the approach was personal, in fact, it was the 
personal element that she wanted to discover '.'lith the hope 
that a general analysis might be r~de of the reasons why 
certain phases left strong impressions wi th certain types. 
In order to leave the way as clear as possible for original 
impressions, the same general plan was followed as that 
used to find out everyday uses, thc.t is, no check list was 
fUrnished but independent statemellts were requested. For 
the sake of anal;;!SiS as to causes, it ba. s seemed advisable 
to organize the impressions into four general groups: 
(1) those impressions which were broad, (2) those which 
showed & definite interest ill science, (z,) those which 
showed an int erest in pra e:tical applies. tion, and (4) those 
which indicated merely an interest in the unusual. Every 
girl. listed at leJst one vivid impression. Of course it 
is difficult to differentia te between the personali ty of 
the teacher and the actual subject matter of the course 
as causes of gneral interest, but it is permissible to 
assume that those girls who were vividly impressed by 
"how little I k.now," "Life is chemistry," ItWhat sacrifices 
great chemists have made," and "order in the universe," 
have been left with rather broad cultural attitudes, such 
as were dfscussed under one group of everyday uses. It 
E:eems more likely that the teachers' interpretation, 
" 
I to 
f 
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whether direct or indirect, must have contributed largely 
to making theE·e broad impressions vivid. The group who 
reacted vividly to the structure of the atom, the periodic 
law, the destructive distillation of coal, the Gctivities 
of hydrogen and chlorine, and the possibility of separating 
apparently inseparable things would seem to have a positive 
interest in scientific fact and probably a later vocational 
USe. The practical aptitudes of the group rememoering vi vid-
ly hovi to ma.l:.:e and us e soap, how to make 'baking powder, 
and how to test cosmetics would seem ap-oal'ent. 1'11e86 practica 
learnings mifht have only an infrequent home UBe or they 
might develop into vocational values. fJ.1he explanations 
for the vivid impressions left by the unusual in e;hemistry 
are easy to relate. All chemistry teachers know that there 
are certain sure fire approaches to an ini tial interest in 
chemistry to vih1.ch practically no girl w ill fail to respond 
and also certain exci ting phases which, of themselves, will 
spUr lagging interest even though the motiV'dtion is of the 
most common variety, an interest in noise, color, and incon-
grui ty. Hydrogen will e:xplod e with a shriek when a mixture 
of that gas ~~d air is ignited. Tnis never fails to excite 
and thrill. Hydrogen SUlfide brin£s interesting color 
changes. 1,ietals are always thought of as stable and heavy. 
• 
• 
• 
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When anything as heavy apparently as iron suddenly bUrsts 
into flame in oxygen, intereEt is keen. It is still more 
acute when the metal sodium not only floats on water but 
actually bursts into flame! The causes for the fourth 
group of vivid impressions are too obvious to be of 
diagnostic value in relations to any permanent educational 
or vocational interest, but the general trend of vivid 
impressions shows the type of material which should be 
retained to be used as a focus around which to teach other 
necessary though Ie ss thrilling subj ect f.latter. The 
following table sumf;larizes the vivid impressions of their 
chemistry course reported by 302 girls: 
.... 
• 
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TABLE 15 
Summary of Vivid Impressions of ~helr 
ChEmistry Course Reported by 303 Girls 
Broad Impressions 
Every thing we touch is chemistry 
The patience and industry of great scientists 
What sacrifices great scientists must make 
How little I know 
Life is cflemi stry 
IIhe order in the uni verse, large and small things 
Impressions IVhich Show A :Defini te Interest in SCience 
So many different combin~ tions from such a small number 
of elements 
Tile effect of elec trici ty on substances 
Activities of hydrogen 
How odors travel 
Destruc tive distill~~tion of coal 
Air uressure 
Decomposition of compounds such as mercuric oxide 
Activities of chlorine 
~;lri ting 0 f equations on paper and th en seeing them 
actuall work out 
.ll.bili ty to separate apparently inseparabl e thing s 
Structure of the atom 
The change of chemical energy into electrical energy 
What can be obtained from coal tar 
The p erioci.ic law 
How a formula and an equation can mean so much 
Impressions l/nic11 Show an Interest in Practical 
Applications 
:Llh e making and us e of soap 
How to make and test baking powder 
How to test cosmetics and their effect on the skin and hair 
Impressions Which Indicate an Interest in the Unusual 
Tne burning of iron in oxygen 
Hydrogen sUlfide preCipitations 
Metals 1hat float and burn on water 
; 
I • I 
! 
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Now th&t the accumulated facts of the questionnaire 
have been listed, charted, and interpreted within groups, 
the author will summarize the si{?nificant aspe cts of these 
results as criteria for the evaluation of the chemistry 
course of study ill relation to the educational and 
vocational interests of girls. :rhese five criteria are 
proposed in the form of questions which will be ans~ered 
in the next chapter in r elation to the Louisville course 
of study in chemistry: 
1. 
2. 
r;. v. 
Voes the course of ~tudy prepare adequately 
for college entrance? 
Does the course of study provlae sui table 
preparation for the vocational intentions 
of girls? 
Do es the court' e of stud~i offer practical gUla.ance 
to LHiividuals tovn:ll'd suitable vocations? 
4. Does the coarse of stud~' furnish in terE,sting 
subject matter to the pupils? 
5. uoes the course of study employ preferred 
methods in :oresenting this sub: ect Datter? 
... 
.. 
.. 
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CHAP~FEP. :5 
An Evaluation of the Louisville Course of Study 
in Chemistry in Relation to the Educational and 
Voc,::tional Interest€:< 0 f Girls 
., 
• 
Chapter 5 
An Evaluation of the Louisville Course of Study in 
Chemistry in Relation to the Educational and 
Vocational Interests of Girls 
Fi ve criteria for eV.::.tluatiug the Louisville couno'e 
of study in chemi stry have been }')ropos ed as a summar;:l of 
the results of the questionnaire which were reported in 
detai'l and ti.nalyzed at the close of Cha2:lter four. ~he 
author called ,ittentioLl at the close of Chapter three; to 
ano ther problem wDic:r~ developed i'rO;j the study of pupilE' 
perforrnan(;e in rela tion to i11telligence quotients. The 
problem was sumwarized aD follows in Cr.apter three, 
pages 47 and 48: "'linen, however. girls wi L'1 ~!1igher I. Q. 's 
do not worK up to their li~its ~ld pupils of very low 
I. Q. r s m:...,ke fctirly high passing grades, it is r:ui te po ssi bl e 
that the f~ult lies parti~lly with the ~dmi~istr~tive 
necessi ty of providing for the ever-illc:ce~.sing number of 
the average and inferior who have crowded into the high 
schools during the hist two decades. It would seem that 
the whole sy stem of secondary school education tends, 
perforce, to democratize itself, to adjust its curriculum 
and to direct its te Chine efforts to the rr.asses of more 
or less underprivileged pupils, underprivileged both 
mentally and soc ially, thereby les.villg the superior 
pupil frequently u.nprovid ed with suffie i ent stimulus for 
. , 
.. 
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her ability. :r11is condition has had a slow and inevitable 
development as a result of the enormous enrollment in high 
schools and one of the most difficult probl ems of secondary 
education is to amplify curricula and provide sufficient 
time and teaching energy for !.i more com~olete develcfpment 
of individual differences, particularly as manifested among 
the 'minori ty - the s1,l.perior pupils. 1t As a cO.ildensation 
of the problem stated above, the author proposes in question 
form a sixth criterion for the evaluation of the course of 
study: 
Does the course of study supply sufficient inspiration 
and enrichment for pupils of superior intelligence? 
2.'11i s addi tional cr it er ior is inserted as number two in the 
list of six established from this study as standards for 
evalua ti on. The complete Ii st follows and the Louisville 
course of stud;;,' in che;~;istry will be eV[iluated in relation 
to each cri teri on in the order of it s proposal: 
1. Does the course of study prepare adequately for 
college entrance? 
2. Does the course of stUdy supply sufficient inspiration 
and enrichment for pupils of superior intelligence? 
3. Do es the cO:.u'se of stud;y' plnovide sui table preparation 
for the vocational intentions of girls? 
4. Does the course of study offer pra0tical guidance 
to individuals toward suitable vocations? 
5. Does the course of study furniShed interesting 
subject matter to the pupils? 
6. Does the course of stud~' employ preferred methods 
in presenting this SUbject matter? 
! 
i' 
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Although it is impossible to include in this thesis the 
Louisville course of study in chemistry, the author wishes 
to quote here the general aims, the organization, and the 
teaching tec~-;.nioue as defined in the introduction to the 
'1 
course of study. 1nis inc1usiong will complete the intro-
ductory background necessary for the eVb.luation. 
General Aims 
The general aims of chemi stry in the senior high school are: 
1. To give to the students a geuuine appreciation of the 
improvement in soci 8.1 and ind~:u:;trial life brought 
about by the application of chemical knowledge. 
2. To give the stu6.ent an understanding of his physical 
environment which will enable him to use chemical 
principles for the solution of many of his daily problems. 
3. To furnish the student vvith a background of experience 
tho. t will enable hir!l to read more intelligently ana. 
4. 
5. 
to critically evaluate his readings. 
To furnish the student with a basiS for intere~ting 
hobbies ,vi th which to make profit.:...ble use of his 
leisure. 
To enable the student to participate intelligently 
and honestly in such conununi ty rna tters as smoke 
abb. tement, water pur if i cation, food inspecti O~l, etc. 
6. To provide the student with informdtion and experiences 
which will aid hir:l in making vocational choices. 
7. To develop in the student the attitudes of honesty, 
persistency, suspended judgment, relation of cause 
and effect, and initiative. 
8. To develop in the stua.ent habits of order, system, 
car eful obs erva t ion, accuracy, and resourc efll1ness 
which will functioll in the ordinary affairs of life • 
1. The Louisville Public Schools, A Course of Study in 
Chemistry, Louisville, 1935. (Unpublished) 
t 
, 
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Organization 
In formulating this course, the committee departed 
from the usual organizo.tioll of a chemistry course, in which 
each elemmlt is studied with its occurrence, preparation, 
properties, COllduct, and uses. Instead, the first part of 
this cour£'e is planned to give an understanding of the 
fundamental principles. Reactions of certCi.in metals and 
non-metals are used to illustrs.te t:c.ese principles. T'l1e 
occurrence and uses of thebe elements are not mentioned 
in this part of the course. 
~rhe second part of the course begins wi th a uni t on 
the n:a tter in our environment, in which an attempt is made 
to give a picture of the matter occurring around us and 
the changes going Orl in it. A uni t on the industrial de-
velopment of this matter follows, then one on the matter 
in the home, ano. finally one on some of the more recent 
discove:cies about the actions of matter. 
Much of the work of theBe 10. tel' units must of neces-
si ty be optiOilal to meet the needs of the different schools 
sine e Louisville has segregated ;:; eni or high schools. MUch 
must also be optional to meet the needs of different groups, 
college preparatory or those completing their education 
wi th the twelfth grade • 
" . 
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~ll such material is marked with an asterisk (*). 
The ma.terial not marked with an asterisk 6.oes not, however, 
constitute the minimum essentiuls of a course since each 
group will be expected to cover a large pa~t of the optional 
work. 
1'his plan of orgallization is a more natural approb.ch 
fo:r the student and it is hoped will develop a better 
understanding of the principles and applications of chem-
istry. 
Teaching Technique 
In science the 1.Iorrison plan of instruction is 
generally conc eded to be very effective. For thi s rea son, 
the course is outlined in uni ts. It is assused each unit 
will be begun Vii th a prete8t and a preview, follo"V7ed by 
va:rio~s learning acti vi ties, und closed wi th a general 
review or recitation and a comprehensive test. 
lIany of the learnine hctivities :ire inC:icCited in 
the units as Suggested Activities. Others will suggest 
themsel ves to the 'individual teacher. Below are listed 
some acti vi tie s commonl~' us ed by successful teachers: 
llir ec ted study 
Ind i vid ual exp er imen ta ti on 
Demon stra ti on 
Glass discussion 
Field trips' 
Bulletin board displays 
Exhibi ts 
Special reports 
• 
,. 
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It is hoped tho. t each teacher who develops SOD16 gooa. 
learning activity will make E.:. note of it on one of the 
pages for cOllstructive comment so that it may be inclu.ded 
in the revision of the course." 
111e responsi bili ty of the curriculum mar;:ers towarf 
th~,t part of the high school population which intends to 
go to college has been one of the ch~1ging problems of the 
Louisville secondary schools for girls. As descri bed in 
the history (Chapter 2) the population of the Louisville 
Girls' High School was profoundly changed b~)' the n&tional 
influx of the less academic types into the secondary 
schools. 2.he gellcrEl tendency to democratize the curricula 
of the hif:h schools resul ted in an adjustment to the major-
ity interest which was vocational. It is recorded in the 
history (Chapter 2, page 20) th&t, "This shifting finally 
culminated in the elimination, in 1929, of college prepara -
tory as such from the regular course of studJ.------From 
that year anyone viishing to enter college was coached 
pr i va t ely by the t es. cher (wi th out pay!). If 1'hi s sup:pl e-
mentar~- prep2.ration given grc:.. ti s by the teachers refers 
more particularly to thes e pupils who take the colleE e 
entrance examinations for women's colleges. The class 
room preparation is usually sUffici ent for sat isfaotory 
,.. 
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and superior wo:ck in the "broader curricula of the uni-
versi ties. In answer to cri ter i on number one: 
:00 es the course of study prepare adequately 
for college entrance? 
the answer is yes for general uni versi ty requirements and 
no for some of the Eastern women's colleges. Since, of the 
303 girls considered in this study, only two plan to en ter 
Eastern colleges for women, it is the opinion of the au thor 
that tl:e pre8ent plan of supplementar;y wur~: is necessary, 
even though it places an e:xtra burden on the teacher. This 
same plan has been followed in other departments of the 
girls' high schools, in English, mathematics, and languages. 
There appears to be no other solution for preparing so 
small a minority in "special sUbj ect matter too difficul t 
and entirel;y' useless to the majori ty of stuCients.rf 
(Chapter 2, page IS) 
A course of study which fails in any part of its 
opportunity to inspire the pupils of higher intelligence, 
does not fulfill its aims. J.'he reasons for such an insuf-
ficiency may be so comple:x as to lie beyond the teacher 
and the curriculum advisers; in fact, the administrators 
ther:lselves, to whom we are inclined to refer final responsi-
bility, are frequently subject to baffling conditions such 
as the predicament of an intellectual aristocracy among a 
• 
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democratic majori ty as descri bed at the close of Chapter 3. 
Wha tever the cause or causes, the answer to criterion 
number two: 
Does the course of study supply sufficient 
inspiration and enrichment for pupils of 
superior intelligence? 
is negative. "One may conclude---that the course in 
chemistry is----perhaps not ciifficult enough in consideration 
of the fact that girls with the high I.Q.'s are not stimu-
lated to their best efforts." (Chapter 3, page 47). Of 
courbe, any e:xperienced teGcner reco§nizes her personal 
reST)Onsi bili ty for supplying enl'iclunent to such individuals 
as she has the time to contiict but it would see.cl that a 
whole group probably needs more than individual suggestio;lS, 
meaning that a course should be aoplified to provide suffi-
cient challenge for their ability. One of t:i:1e contro-
versial methods of attempting to solve this problem is 
homogeneous grouping. Nithin the limits of this study 
the author does not presume to define the causes or to 
offer a solution to so broad a problem as the situation of 
superior I.Q.'s vastly outnumbered by those of average and 
lower intelligence in the secondary school population of 
today. 
'J.'he third and fourth criteria for this evaluation 
test the co;...rse of study in relation to the vocational 
interests of girls. lbe first phase of thi s question as 
stated in cri terion number three refers specifically to 
'i 
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preparatiOll for vocations. 'Ihe author wishes to define 
qui te clearly the me3.Uing of p:.:.epara.tion as it conc erns 
the high school level of learning. She assurJes that a 
high school court:e of study should provide only an intro-
ductory founa.ation in general attitudes, a few initial 
understanding s, and a few speci fic skills. In describing 
the present chemistry course (Chapter 2, page 22) the 
author says: "The present chemistry course, as worked out 
b~y the curriculum cOIl11llittee, is divided into two Ciistinct 
parts. Iiuring the first sewester an attempt is made to 
develop modern scientific concepts through carefully chosen 
subj ect matter. 1ne second semester cO!lsists of a number 
of optional units, each dealing with some particular phase 
of applied science. The individual teacher is left to 
select those units most useful for the life interests of 
her group of gi:cls.r! Of the vocational intentions ind1-
cated by the ZOZ girls included in the study and listed 
in Table 13, page 86, all the vocations except agriculture 
(which field represented only .66~o) were represented in 
the program of speeches rep orted in chapt er 4, pages 75-79, 
and the official bulletins reported in Chapter 4, pages 
80-83. According to the analyses of these requirements 
reported in Chapter 4, the present course of study qualifies 
• 
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in its fUllda.ment&.l preparation for six vocations, namely: 
industrial chemistry, medical technology, medicine, cos-
metology, nursing, and home economics and dietetics. 
By way of specific references to the sUbject matter 
of the courEe of study in relation to the ini tial under-
-standings necessary to each of these vocations, the author 
su brui t s the following topic s ana pages in the 0 fficial 
outline of the course, Louisville Public Scho;)ls, A Course 
of Study in Chemistry: 
Industrial Chemistry. 
Wha t is chemi stry? pag e 5 
What are the kinds of matter? page 6 
How is matter changed from one kind to another? pages 9-11 
How is matter made up? pages 12-15 
How do metallic and non-metallic elements act? pages 16-22 
How do acids, bases, and salts act? pages 23-27 
How does uatter in our natural enVirOlLment act? pages 28-34 
How do our industries use the rua tter in our 
natural environment to make more useful 
kinds of matter? pages 35-44 
J:'his last topic takes up many specific industries and brings 
out in detail the type of information necessary for the 
foundation of an industrial chemist's education. 
Medical Technology • 
"In the laboratory where we study chemistry, we must 
know how to use heat, and how to filter, decant, 
evaporate, etc. 11 pag e 5 
General laboratory technique which is so necessary a 
preparation for oedical technology is acquired thl'oughout 
.. 
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the chemistry course and is particularly learned in the 
qualitative ane quantitative analysis work. This unit is 
now presented at the end of the second semester in chem-
istry as vvell a s in the third semester but it was not yet 
outlined in the course of study as printed in 1935. 
nursing and l,:edicine • 
~he initial scientific subject matter topics which 
a high school course can offer for both nursing <"..:.nd medicine 
are so similar that the same references might well apply 
for both. Unit 8, P[~g e 28, takes up a1 r in its relation 
to ventilation and respiration. Unit 8, page 47, outlines 
a study of the fUl1cti ons of perspiration and the si;:in in 
relation to materials which may be used on the skin. Dis-
infectallts, drugs, and antidotes for poisonous ones '::l.re 
inoluded in Unit 8, page 47, as are the food nutrients, 
page 50, chemic&l changes taking place in th ese nutri ents 
during digestion and assimilation, page 50, anl; the functions 
of the se foods in th e groilith of the body, pag e 51. 
Home Economics mld Lietetics. 
The general concept of Uni t 8 l· Q • ..,. n I:P111'o ugh ch effii st ry 
man has increased the comforts of the home. 'l'he work 0 f 
the home can be decreased by consi del. ing chemi cal la ws and 
principles in handling th e 1:18. tter in the home." Th e 
materials Offered in this unit, pages 45-49, include fuels, 
cemellt, gla ss, china, mirrors, sco ;;;.ring powders and soap, 
textiles, dyes, glycerine, laundering, stain removal, etc. 
, . 
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Cosmetology. 
This topic is outlined on page 47, undel'standings 
42 through 47. Functions of the skin, the preparation of 
face creams, powders, etc., and their effects on the 
skin, tooth pOYvders, disinfectants, etc., are included. 
In addition to initial understandin~ the ~uthor 
included above a few skills ano. general attitudes as the 
introductol:' ·1 r·"i tion expected of high schools for 
vocf~tional :'6U,~:'.:l'c,.aents. There hue not been indicated 
in this study an;y dil'ect proof of skills acquired, but the 
grades of every conscientious teacher of science represent 
a minimum efficiency of s~ch fundamental skills as accuracy, 
proper handling of apparatus, anu careful observEl.tion. 
Since it is ap.:;arent from Table 1, page ~l, that of the 
whole group of ~02 girls only 11, or 3.6~o, failed to pass 
t11e minimum essentials 0:1 the' course and in addition to 
the very small pSlcent2,ge of failures, the roodian grade 
of the entire group was 86 as indicated in 1'able 2, page 32, 
it seems ft, il' to the author to acc ept these signi fican t 
facts as indirect evidence that the liiinimtl.'ll proficiency 
in these fevv skills has been attained. 3egarding the 
scientific attitudes, which are listed as part of the 
.. 
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preparation a high 8choo1 should provide for vocC:ltiona1 
requirements, the author must present personal testimonials 
from the pupils as a measure of accomplishment in attaininf: 
one 0 f' the most important aims in any couree of science. 
~f.1able 14, page 90, and Table ID, page 94, indicate spon-
taneous pupil responses along this line and comments on the 
meaning of these results to the teacher and the curriculum 
advisers were made on pages 89 and 93. 111e conclusions 0 f 
this phase of the study seem to show that a combination of 
sub je at matter and method was ao'11i eving posi ti ve result s 
in scient ific a tti tudes. By way of sununarizing the three 
parts of the answer to criterion number three: 
Does the course of study provide sui table preparation 
for the voc.::. tional intentions of girls? 
the author concludes tl'...at the provision of subject matter 
is adequate, that the acquire.clent of fundamental skills 
by the majority seems apparent, anc that the scientific 
attitudes among the group of 303 girls appear to be satis-
factory; therefore, the evalution of the course of study 
in relation to preparation for vocations is decidedly 
favorable. 
"It is Brewer's belief that every real teacher per-
forms an inval uabl e service in indirect as well as direct 
guidance," (Chapter 4, page 74) Although the author has 
reported in detail (Chapter 4) a program of guidance speeches 
• 
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delivered to groups, she states in this connection: 
(Chapter 4, pages 73-74) "It is common knowledge that 
althougJ.l adolescents may be defiuite in naming a vocation, 
their ideas are frequently vague concerning their own 
abilities in relation to that vocation and uninformed about 
any sort of accurate preparation. ft The assistance given 
by all good teachers, indirectly and occasionally directly, 
during class room time cannot be measured, but the author 
feels that any course of study wou.ld be greatly strengthened 
by a definite extra time allotment of several hours toward 
the close of each semester during which one teacher who 
seemed best qualified for gUidance work in chemistry might 
confer with individual girls who would voluntarily come to 
her with their vocational problems. It would seem in answer 
to criterion number four: 
Does the cour~e of study offer practical guidance 
to individuals toward suitable vocations? 
that the opportunity for practical individual guidance could 
be amplified if a teacher of chemistry qualified for guidrulce 
assistance were allowed at least a minimum of extra time 
for indiviuual conferences cO!1cerning the subject of 
chemistry only, in its relation to the vocational interests 
of girls • 
~",:, ~., " .. ~ , 
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Since of the group of 303 girls enrolled in chem-
istry, the total number showing interest to some degree 
was 296, or 97.670, (Table 7, page 64) the author feels 
entir ely j ustifi ed in making d etini t ely po si ti ve evalua tions 
to criterion number five: 
:Does the course of study furnish interesting 
subject matter to the pupils? 
It is, however, the arnoi ti on of all wide awake teach ers and 
curriculum advisers to increase, where ever possible, .the 
degree of interest. Table 5, page 60, indicates th~t al-
though only 2.3;0 of the 30~ girls reported a lack of interest, 
only 55~~ reported the subject as very interesting. In 
between these ~tremes of intense interest (55~~) and posi-
tive lack of interest (2.3~)t .the table shows 38% interested 
and 3.95~ slightl;y interested, a total of 41.910, in whom 
the teacher s and curriculum makers could awaken a greater 
degree of interest. In pursuance of this desire to increase 
the degree of interest among pupils in chemistry, the author 
made a study (Chapter 4, pages 68-71) of,pupil preference 
between the individual laboratory method of teaching chem-
istry versus the demonstration method as a possible means 
of int ensifying pupil interest. :rhis study lead's to a C011-
sidera ti on of criterion number six: 
Does the course of study employ preferred 
methods in presenting this subject matter? 
• 
• 
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Table' 9, page 69, shows thtit of the Z03 girls taking chem-
istry, 268, or 88.445;, expressed a preference for the 
individual laboratory method and 35, or 11.55~~,' expressed 
preference for the demonstration method. It would seem 
at least a tentative conclusion that the department of 
chemistry might motivate an increased degree of pupil 
interest by employing to an even gr'eater degree the 
individual labor,itory method of presentation since the 
prefer enc e eXl:J res sed for that method amon? the 303 girls 
was so overwhelming. J.1he extent of employment of the 
laboratory method has been one of the shifting problems 
of the ourrioulum committee, espeoially because of changes 
in time allotment. In Chapter 2, page 23, the author 
, 
reports: "In 1932, not at the suggestion of the curri-
culum commi ttee, the time for the course in chemistry was 
again cut, this time to five periods a week. The author 
believes, and has reason to believe that all members of 
the commi ttee agree with her, that this time allotment is 
much too short." Uoreover, in the preface to the courEe 
of study i ti:~elf, Signed by all the members of the curri-
culum commi ttee, the following statemont is [;'IEHle about 
the reduction of the time allotment in chemistry in 
relation to the acquirement of vi:uuable skills, .habits, 
1,·.1., 
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aud attitudes: !f.At the same time it was discovered that 
when LOUisville, in line with other large cities, reduced 
the time allotment in chemistry fror~l seven to five periocis 
a week, there was no longer sUffici en t ti"ie (. (j .:;. 7e the 
students training in certain valuable skill,;;; c:...l.lU. ~labi ts. 
~ne question arose as to which skills, habits, and attitudes 
were valuable, that is, might be expected to carryover into 
life si tuations. ~'he committee then proposed to determine 
this before beginning ou tht; fori_Julation of a course of 
study. S.ne best authori ties in tho field of test making 
were consulted and after a year's work on developing 
methods of testing the students for these skills,etc., it 
was seen th::lt the problem might be expected to continue for 
several years. :[111e commi ttee then }Jostponed further work 
on this problem until a course of study had been cieveloped 
to meet the immediate needs of the city." If a more exten-
sive employment of the ilHUvidual labor~c~tory Llethod for 
which the girls heve expressed so strong a preference is 
to be accomplished, a more ge~lerous tiIl1e allotment will 
hs ve to be }Jr ovid ed for the stud;y of chemis try. 
The answer, however, to criterion number six: 
Does the co~rEe of stUdy employ preferred 
methods in presenting this subj ect matter? 
is :oartially nega ti ve; thc .. t is, a mo re extensi ve em:9loy-
nlent of the preferred method already used woulci seem advis-
able on a basis of pupil preferellce ane. interest. 
" 
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SU1J.J.ARY 
It woul d 8.ppTe':lT fror;, the six detailed eve-lua t i 0.:.1 S 
of the Lou.isville CGur:.:e of stu6.y in chemis'cry ill relc::.tion 
to the six criteria proposed reg&rding the educational and 
vocational interests of Eirls that: 
1. The couree of study in chemistry does offer suitable 
pl~eparat ion for vocations, although the opportunities 
for practical indi vidual guidance toward sui ta ble 
vocations Llight be improved, probably by an increased 
time allotment. 
2. The cour8e of stud;;' in chemistry does prepare adequately 
for most colleges and universities, although it is 
necessar~ to offer supplelllentar~' coaching, free 0 f 
charge, to the very few girls Vvho plan to take entrance 
examinations to the Eastern women's colleges. 'The 
fact that only 2 girls of the ZO~ applied for these 
examinations seems to indicate that the present 
plan is satisfactory to the majority interests. 
3. The course of study in chemistry seeDS to supply 
suffici ent interest for the large maj ori ty of those 
enrolled, although it would seem th~:.t enrichment is 
needed to supply sufficient ill spir':l tion for the 
pupils of superior intelligence • 
~~'---------------------------------------------------------------------------------------
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4. The courf;e of study in chemistry might intensify 
the degree of pupil interest by an even more exten-
s1 ve ~mploymen t of the Is. bor8. tory method of teaching 
so overwhelmingly preferred by the girls enrolled. 
A more generous time allotmffilt should be a preliminary 
to this adjustment. 
". 
The author hopes that the compiled d~ta of this study 
may provoke tnought on the part of curriculum advisers and 
that it may encourage all progressive teachers of chemistry 
to check more accurately theil" results. 
The motto of chemistry as stated in the introduction 
might well be adopted by all teachers of science: flSavoir 
clest pouvoir - to know in order to do." 
... 
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